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SUMMARY
As broadband connections to the Internet become more common, new information
sharing applications that provide rich services to distributed users will emerge. Furthermore,
as computing devices become pervasive and better connected, the scalability requirements
for Internet-based services are also increasing. Distributed object middleware has been
widely used to develop such applications since it makes it easier to develop distributed
applications for heterogeneous computing and communication systems. As the application’s
scale increases, however, the client/server architecture limits the performance due to the
bottleneck at the centralized servers. The recent development in peer-to-peer technologies
creates a new opportunity for addressing scalability and performance problems for services
that are used by many nodes. In a peer-to-peer system, peer nodes can contribute a fraction
of their resources to the system, enabling more flexible and extended sharing between the
entities in the system. When peer nodes are required to contribute their resources by
replicating a service for self and others, however, several new challenges arise.
Our thesis is that non-dedicated resources in a distributed system can be utilized to
replicate shared objects dynamically so that the quality and scalability of a distributed
service can be achieved with lower cost by replicating the objects at right places and by
disseminating the updates to those objects efficiently and quickly. The following are the
contributions of our work that has been done to validate the thesis.
• A new fair and self-managing service replication algorithm that allows distributed
non-dedicated resources to be used to improve service performance with lower cost.
• A preference-aware multicast grouping algorithm that is used to disseminate updates
to the shared objects among a large set of heterogeneous peer nodes to keep a consis-
tent view for all peer nodes.
xi
• An preference-aware overlay construction algorithm that aims at reducing both net-
work latency and total network traffic when delivering data through the built overlay
network.
• An implementation of a distributed object framework, GT-RMI, that allows peer
nodes to invoke dynamically replicated objects transparently. The framework can be
configured for a particular peer node through a policy file.
Our extensive evaluation of the techniques proposed in this dissertation demonstrates





Over the past decade, the Internet has become a ubiquitous medium of communication,
providing connectivity between computing devices that are both geographically and admin-
istratively distributed. The increasing penetration of the Internet into offices and house-
holds allows millions of users to access a variety of Internet-based services and distributed
applications, and has led to the growth of these services and applications. Distributed inter-
active applications like massive multiplayer games, virtual reality video conference, virtual
shopping malls, battle field simulations, and collaborative work environments connect re-
mote producers and consumers of information together in real time over the Internet. The
heterogeneity of the Internet along with real-time requirements and large number of users
complicate the development and deployment of such applications.
An example of distributed interactive applications that require scalable information
sharing is massive multiplayer game (MMG). MMGs involve a large number of players,
and state updates must be disseminated in a timely manner in order for the game to be
playable. As MMGs become more sophisticated, they demand more network resources or
demand using existing network resources more efficiently. In a MMG, players interact with
each other in the same virtual world. This virtual world consists of many game entities:
the avatars of players, non-player monsters, and props. At any given time, each player is
only interested in a relatively small subset of all the entities, and can be interested in each
game entity at varying levels of detail. Each game entity has state associated with it, for
example, location, posture, and physical condition. As the state of a game entity changes,
state updates must be disseminated to players who would notice the change.
From the application development perspective, a good programming interface for dis-
tributed applications is needed so that it can reduce the cost of application development.
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From the system architecture perspective, the resulting system should be scalable to the
expected number of users who will interact with each other. From the operational perspec-
tive, the resulting system should adapt to the dynamically changing users, in terms of both
their population and their locations.
Distributed object platforms, e.g., CORBA, DCOM and RMI, provide middleware sup-
port for distributed applications and has become popular since it provides a convenient
and familiar programming interface by replicating servers that provide key services. For
example, when a game application is implemented over a distributed object platform, game
entities could be designed as a set of objects, e.g. locations, outlines, colors and textures,
which define different details about the entity. However, distributed object platforms do
not meet the real-time requirements of distributed interactive applications over the Inter-
net. The state of a needed object is transferred “on demand” to the remote user via an
RPC call. The communication induced by RPC not only results in high latency but the
scalability of the server could be limited due to its interaction with many clients. Scalabil-
ity and performance can be improved by increasing the number of dedicated servers when
needed. For example, a game object can be implemented at a game server and replicated
at other replication servers. Updates to an object are disseminated to the servers that are
replicating this object, and different consistency schemes among the object and its replicas
can be used to provide different level of motion smoothness in gaming.
However, the cost of deploying large number of servers increases as the demands of
participating users increase. It is relatively harder to adapt the number of dedicated servers
to the dynamically changing users, in terms of both the population and locations. Peer-
to-peer systems have offered the potential to provide resources that can grow with the
dynamically changing users with low cost. However, a fully distributed peer-to-peer system
introduces other challenges. We will discuss briefly the benefits and drawbacks of such




An important consequence of the ubiquitous Internet is the opportunity to share with total
strangers not only communication infrastructure but also other resources, such as computers
and data. The classic example is Seti@home [4]: a project that benefits from resources
available on computers all around the world. Other examples are the peer-to-peer music-
sharing networks such as Napster [3], Kazaa [2], or Gnutella [6]: a file provided by a peer
in Atlanta is downloaded by a user in Seattle, this operation being made possible by many
other peers from, for instance, Germany, France and Canada. The participants in peer-
to-peer network provide unprecedented computing power and bandwidth. Those resources
are distributed and scale with the size of the participating users. If those resources can
be collected and utilized properly, it is possible to improve the quality of services with low
cost.
Sharing resources over the Internet, however, raises many technical problems, amplified
by the potential scale of the resource pool, the heterogeneity of platforms, the diversity
in user behavior, and the inherent lack of reliability. The distributed resources have to
be published and discovered; the resources cannot be assumed as reliable as the dedicated
resources; the free riders are not desired; and so on. On one hand, we prefer to take
advantage of the large amount of potential resources available at peer nodes. On the other
hand, we do not want users of the service to be interrupted frequently. We also do not want
the application developers to be distracted by the underlying peer-to-peer network details.
1.1.2 Distributed Object Middleware
Traditionally, services are hosted by centralized servers. Particularly, for the sake of pro-
gramming and development efficiency, many of these services are implemented over dis-
tributed object platforms, e.g. middleware systems like CORBA, RMI, DCOM and SOAP [22,
78, 104, 109]. In these systems, services are implemented as objects. The centralized
servers are responsible for maintaining these objects and processing remote requests from
distributed users. Users submit their requests by invoking remote procedure calls (RPCs)
on remote objects and wait for responses. The servers process the requests by invoking
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called methods of the objects and send the results back to the users. In this architecture,
all requests from the users are sent to the central servers.
A middleware platform for distributed objects can provide great convenience for client/server
based applications across heterogeneous users. It facilitates the development of distributed
applications by allowing an application developer to design and build applications using
(standard) object-oriented techniques, without having to deal with the complexity due to
the distribution of objects and components. However, there are two potential drawbacks
in such an architecture. First, when a large number of users send requests to the central
servers at the same time, the central servers could be overloaded, therefore, the quality of
the service degrades. Second, this architecture lacks locality. Requests from users that are
located faraway from the central servers could incur long service response time due to the
large network latency.
To reduce the response time of distributed services hosted by central servers, researchers
have proposed the use of object replication and caching to improve the performance of
distributed object systems [60, 63, 40]. In this approach, objects maintained on the servers
are fully [63] or partially [40] cached or replicated at multiple locations. When it is necessary
or preferable, remote calls are directed to locally cached copies instead of the objects at
far away servers. The response time of remote call thus is significantly reduced and the
overall system performance is improved. To maintain the consistency among cached or
replica copies of objects, various consistency protocols are used with different consistency
maintenance overhead and performance gain. Although replication and caching can reduce
the impact of communication latency on the response time of the remote calls, the fact that
object states are cached or replicated by all clients implies an added cost for maintaining
consistency. This often forces the system to adopt a weaker consistency model so that the
consistency maintenance overhead is at an acceptable level, especially in systems with a
relative high ratio of write/read object operations [63].
One technique that can improve the scalability and reduce the service response time for
applications without caching and replicating at every user is to deploy a set of dedicated
servers at distributed locations to host the service. When enough dedicated servers are
4




Consistency                    Maintenance
Server Replica Server ReplicaServer ReplicaServer Replica
Figure 1: Dedicated servers are used to replicate a service.
deployed, there should be enough service capacity to meet the demands from all the users.
Consistency needs to be maintained among the set of dedicated servers. As shown in
Figure 1, a set of dedicated servers are deployed at geographically distributed locations
and they replicate the service from the central server. Each client node sends its requests
to the closest server replica. The set of server replicas need to maintain consistency. The
provisioning of dedicated replicated servers, however, is not trivial — efficient utilization of
resources is difficult to achieve especially when the loads are heterogeneously distributed and
dynamically changing. First, the number of dedicated servers must be provisioned. There
should be enough servers so that even the peak service load can be handled. However,
provisioning too many servers causes resource waste when the service load is at non-peak
levels. Second, the locations of these dedicated servers also need to be decided. A random or
uniform placement of servers may not be able to fully utilize resources under heterogeneous
distribution of peer node requests. Furthermore, when the request distribution changes
dynamically, a static placement of servers has limited adaptability.
1.1.3 Building Scalable Services With Non-Dedicated Resources
To provide scalable distributed service while maintaining the ease of software development,
we explore the idea of replicating distributed objects dynamically at participating peer





































Peer Replicas at Time I
Figure 2: Different peer nodes replicate the service at different time
service when their total resources are limited.
In a peer-to-peer system, peer nodes can contribute a fraction of their resources to
the system, enabling more flexible and extended sharing among the entities in the system.
First, contributing peer nodes can provide additional resources (often free or little cost) as
the number of such peers grows. Second, peers can geographically extend the scope of the
service where it is needed. This allows for more flexible and dynamic placement of service
instances.
As shown in Figure 2, a subset of peer nodes choose to contribute their resources to
replicate the service from a server and each peer node sends its RPC call to an available
service replica in its vicinity. The peer nodes that create service replicas locally need to
maintain consistency for the replicated service among themselves. Different peer nodes
could be replicating the service at different times. Therefore, each peer node could invoke
the service from different peer nodes at different times. Compared with the architecture
using central server without caching, this architecture has two advantages. First, load of the
central server can be shared by distributed replicas. Second, replicas can be created where
there are demands for the service therefore increasing the locality of the service. Compared
with the architecture that requires each peer node to cache services locally, this architecture
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has lower consistency maintenance overhead. Compared with the architecture using a set of
dedicated server replicas, this architecture offers the advantage of dynamically tuning the
number and location of replicated service instances with greater flexibility.
1.2 Research Challenges
The idea of dynamically utilizing resources that are available at distributed peer nodes
can potentially improve scalability and performance of distributed services with lower cost.
When the resources of peer nodes are collected to replicate a service for self and others,
however, several new challenges arise. Those challenges involve different aspects, includ-
ing replication algorithm, support from the underlying middleware system and consistency
requirements.
1.2.1 Efficient Replication Schemes
There are several challenges for placing replicas in peer-to-peer environment. First, how
should we decide the placement of server object replicas based on the distribution of service
requests? The placement should be dynamically adjusted when the distribution of service
requests changes. The higher the demand for a service in an area is, the more peers with
service instances are needed to replicate the service. In this way, the workload from all the
peer nodes can be evenly distributed among all the volunteer peers, instead of overloading
some peers while other replicas are not receiving enough requests. Second, how to maintain
the number of peer nodes that are concurrently replicating the server objects at a desired
level, e.g., a certain percentage of total number of peer nodes? A degree of replication that
is too high may cause excessive consistency maintenance cost. Too few replicas may not
provide enough service capacity, therefore causing overload at the replicating nodes. Third,
how to achieve fairness among peer nodes in terms of their contribution to the system?
The fairness is a basic principle of resource sharing and has been a major consideration in
many other peer-to-peer based systems. Since the volunteer peers are not dedicated service
providers, they are not obligated to provide services for other peer nodes and fairness is
important to ensure that each consumer of the service also replicates the service and shares it
with others. Each node should contribute some of its resources for others and it is reasonable
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that peer nodes that generate higher workload should also contribute more resources for
others. Fourth, how can each peer node make decision based on limited knowledge it
has autonomously? Due to the nature of peer to peer system, centralized decision should
be avoided. Each peer node can communicate and cooperate with other peer nodes, but
shouldn’t be forced to replicate a service when it dose not want to do it.
1.2.2 Middleware Support
A middleware that can support dynamic replication using peer-to-peer network is needed
and the middleware should address the following questions. First, unlike dedicated server
nodes, peer nodes may not always be present and can even refuse to provide service. The
middleware should provide seamless invocation support so that the peer nodes will not
feel service disruption under these conditions. This implies a new replica should be found
and invocation should be redirected if the requests are rejected or the peer node has left.
Second, new service instances must be created on demand. Thus, support for dynamic
downloading and instantiating of service objects needs to be added. After a replica is
created and ready to provide service for others, its availability should be publicized, so that
others can use the newly created service. Third, it should also be compatible with existing
object systems and its interface should be kept the same as much as possible for the benefit
of easy programming.
1.2.3 Scalable Update Dissemination
Updates to replicated objects made by any peer node should be sent to all the other repli-
cating nodes so that all replicas can maintain a consistent state of the shared service.
Maintaining consistency among a set of nodes becomes more expensive when the scale of
the application becomes larger, network resources are limited and peer nodes’ preferences




In this section, we clearly define our thesis and highlight the contributions presented in this
dissertation.
1.3.1 Thesis
Our thesis is that non-dedicated resources in a distributed system can be utilized to replicate
shared objects dynamically so that the scalability of a distributed service can be achieved
by replicating the objects at right places and by efficiently disseminating updates to those
shared objects.
1.3.2 Thesis Contribution
The following are the contributions of our work that has been done to validate the thesis.
• We have developed a new fair and self-managing replication algorithm that allows
distributed non-dedicated resources to be used to improve service performance with
lower cost. Our algorithm aims at utilizing distributed non-dedicated resources in a
fair and efficient way and place service replicas at appropriate nodes without global
knowledge for better scalability. It has the following features:
– Stable Replica Fraction number of needed server replicas fluctuates with the
number of peer nodes that actually use the service. Our algorithm maintains a
stable replica fraction f in the system so that the total processing power available
within the distributed peer nodes grows linearly as the number of peer nodes
increases.
– Autonomous Decision Making Each peer node decides if it will create a
local service instance or delete it on its own. The decision is made without
global knowledge of other replicas and does not need to get consent from other
nodes. This meets the requirement of distributed scalable system by avoiding
centralized decision making node.
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– Fair Resource Contribution To enforce the fairness of contributed resources
from all peer nodes, each node remembers the time it has replicated the ser-
vice and then rests for a period of time that is proportional to its contributed
time. This meets the requirement of peer-to-peer system where each peer node
volunteers to serve others when it is convenient for it to do so.
– Low Response Time By introducing coordination mechanism among replicat-
ing nodes, the algorithm adaptively and probabilistically creates more replicas
when and where they are needed. Replicas that fit best to current request dis-
tribution receive more requests than others and remain active for longer period.
• We developed multicast grouping algorithm and overlay construction algorithms for
disseminating updates among a set of replicating nodes. Both algorithms aim at
reducing the network bandwidth usage and minimize the latency of disseminating data
among the set of interested receivers, especially users with heterogeneous interests.
– Multicast Grouping Algorithm that is used to disseminate updates to the
shared objects among a large set of heterogeneous peer nodes to keep consistent
view for all peer nodes. Our algorithm groups nodes with similar interests into
same group and multicasts all the required data to the group so that the unwanted
data received by each node can be minimized.
– Overlay Construction Algorithm that aims at reducing both network latency
and total network traffic when delivering data through the built overlay network.
Our multi-attribute clustering algorithm can be tuned to adapt to application
user’s desired tradeoff between network latency and traffic (which implies the
amount of money charged).
• We implement a distributed object framework, GT-RMI, that allows peer nodes to
invoke dynamically replicated objects transparently. The user only needs to specify
the desired service, the requests will be directed to selected replicas. If the invocation
fails, it will be redirected to other available service provider. Any peer node can
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replicate the object and advertise it to the public. The framework can be configured
for a particular peer node through a policy file and has the following characters:
– On-Demand Service Replication: GT-P2PRMI allows a host machine to
instantiate a replicated service instance locally to provide closer service not only
to itself but also to peer nodes in its vicinity.
– Transparent Server Selection: When a peer node makes an RMI invocation,
GT-P2PRMI selects the server that might provide the better response latency
(e.g., the one with lightest load and shortest round-trip time), and transparently
directs the RMI invocation to the service instance at such a server node.
– Transparent Failure Handling: In GT-P2PRMI, when an RMI invocation
returns exceptions (e.g., the peer running the service is overloaded and refuses to
accept new requests, or the service has been terminated at this ), GT-P2PRMI
will retry on other peers until it finds one that can process the RMI request.
From the peer nodes’ perspective, the probability of service failure is much lower
since it sees an exception only if all the peers that provide the service fail or
refuse to accept the request.
– Familiar Programming Abstraction: GT-P2PRMI is an extension of tradi-
tional Java RMI and it provides all its functionality. Server and client programs
that are aware of GT-P2PRMI can fully exploit its power while those that choose
not to be aware of it can treat it like traditional RMI environment.
1.3.3 Thesis Outline
The reminder of this dissertation is organized as following:
Chapter 2 reviews the background and related work for this thesis. It includes a
discussion of replication schemes and algorithms. It also discusses middleware frameworks
that support caching and replication. We also review previous research work in multicast
and overlay networks.
Chapter 3 describes AURA, an autonomous replication algorithm. This distributed
algorithm uses probabilistic models and adapts to the size of the system. The algorithm
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works especially well under heterogeneous load distribution because the algorithm allows
more replicas to be created where the load is higher.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are dedicated to the discussion of update dissemination
for object replication. Chapter 4 describes a preference-aware multicast grouping algorithm
for disseminating data among a large set of end users using IP multicast. The algorithm
considers both the available number of multicast channels and the bandwidth usage in access
networks. Chapter 5 describes the method of building preference-aware overlay topologies
that consider both overall overlay traffic and end-to-end network latency.
Chapter 6 presents GT-P2PRMI, a peer-to-peer based Java RMI middleware frame-
work. In the chapter, we describe the implementation details of GT-P2PRMI and evaluate
the performance of the implementation.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contribution of our research and provides sugges-
tions for future work.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This thesis investigates the use of non-dedicated resources for supporting scalable dis-
tributed services. Specifically, this thesis studies peer-to-peer based object replication mech-
anisms to improve the scalability and performance of distributed applications. This chapter
provides an overview of the background on the topics of the thesis and related work that
has been done in the past.
2.1 Data and Service Replication
2.1.1 Overview
In the most general terms, replication refers to the use of redundant resources (e.g., software
or hardware components) to improve the resiliency or performance of a system. Example
uses of the replication principle include multiple processors in computer systems, RAID
disks in storage systems, and multiple content servers for web services. In short, replication
could be applied to almost every service.
In wide-area distributed applications, specifically the distributed services running over
the Internet, content and service replication has been extensively used for many purposes.
Replication can be used to improve service reliability and data availability under both
system and networking failure conditions. It can used to reduce the response time of
remote service or improve the throughput of content delivery networks. It can also be used
to improve the scalability of services that have a large number of users. In this section, we
briefly review previous research that uses replication to achieve various goals in distributed
systems.
Replication for Performance The use of replication has been proposed to improve the
performance of services. In content delivery networks[53, 111, 21, 23, 107, 29] replication is
an effective mechanism to improve the performance of the services. By replicating data to
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the place where they are most requested, the content delivery throughput observed at the
end users can be significantly improved.
Multiple servers are also used to improve the service response time in web hosting
services[84, 85, 108, 50, 15, 27, 38, 36] and distributed data repositories[96]. Service response
time could be affected by many factors, e.g., the load conditions of the servers, and the
network latencies between the servers and the end users. Appropriately located servers
that provide the same service can help to address both the load conditions and the network
latencies.
CoopNet [79], a peer-to-peer content distribution scheme, helps servers tide over crisis
situations such as flash crowds [93]. The authors focused on the application of streaming
media content distribution. They addressed the challenge of flash crowd by redirecting
clients’ service requests to other clients who previously requested and cached the same
content. Replication is also implicitly used in many other peer-to-peer systems, especially
file sharing systems [3, 6, 2]. The peer-to-peer file sharing policies allow shared files to be
stored where it is requested and serve for further requests from other peer nodes later.
Replication for Availability Replication is one of the most important resiliency strategies
and has been used to increase the reliability of services and the availability of data in
distributed systmes[64, 14]. By providing multiple identical instance of the same data at
different locations, the data can still be available when part of the system fails or goes
offline. Replication for availability is an especially important principle in end-system based
peer-to-peer networks, where the failures and loss of access happen frequently to the peer
nodes. Matias et al. [14] showed that the availability of shared data in a peer-to-peer system
can be improved from 24% to 99.8% at 6 times excess storage for replication. With the
help of erasure coding, data can be highly available even when only a small subset of peers
are online. Similarly, Farsite [9, 10, 39] implements a scalable, distributed file system that
logically functions as a centralized file server but is physically built across a set of client
desktop computers. The system monitors machine availability and places replicas of files




One of the most important problem in replication systems is replica placement optimiza-
tion. Choosing the right replica placement approach is a non-trivial and non-intuitive
exercise. Replica placement techniques include both passive caching[58, 63] and proactive
replication[57], both centralized mechanism[84, 99, 53] and distributed methods[107, 57].
All approaches aim at meeting some latency and throughput related performance metric;
some take such a metric as the direct goal of optimization, while the others use it as bound-
ing constraints in problem formulation. The exact metric used to capture the performance
goal differs among different approaches. For example, some systems aim at improving the
average access latency[84, 99], while others guarantee that at least a certain percentage of
accesses are served within a specified latency threshold. In general, deciding how many
replicas to create and where to place them to meet a performance goal with minimal infras-
tructure cost is generally an NP-hard problem[54].
In this section, we give more detailed discussion of replica placement algorithms. Note
that all replica placement approaches proposed in the literature are heuristics that are
designed for specific system conditions. A heuristic that works well in one case may be
completely inappropriate under different circumstances; it may be too costly or even unable
to meet the performance goal when the context changes. Our interest mainly concentrates
on schemes for improving service scalability and reducing the service response time through
replication.
Centralized Replication Schemes Lots of work has been done to calculate the best
locations for placing the replicated resources so that the average client-to-replica distance
over all the participating client nodes is minimized. In these works, the proposed algo-
rithms normally assume that they can collect the global knowledge about the end-to-end
latency between all pairs of participating nodes and the pattern of request rates from all
clients. The algorithms then make decisions in a centralized manner. For example, Qiu et
al. proposed a greedy heuristic replication algorithm which aims at minimizing the average
client-to-replica distance over all client nodes by computing the reduced average distance
when greedily adding node into replica set one by one [84]. HotZone [99] presents a replica
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placement algorithm that also tries to minimize the average client-to-replica latency. Dif-
ferent from Qiu’s work, the authors’ heuristic achieves this goal by clustering all nodes into
several clusters first based on the network distances among them, and then picking one
node in each cluster as a replica. HotZone relies on the accuracy of the geometric model of
Internet latencies [43] to build the clusters. Radoslavos et al. proposed max-router fanout
placement [80] which chooses the replica one by one in decreasing order of their node degree
until all replicas have been chosen. It claimed a performance of 1.1 to 1.5 times of the
performance of Qiu’s greedy replica placement algorithm [84].
Distributed Replication Schemes Although centralized algorithms can calculate the
replica placement with high accuracy, the cost of collecting global information and dissem-
inating centralized decision is also relatively high, especially when the scale of the system
is large. Therefore, there are a number of researchers who have explored decentralized al-
gorithms to minimize the average service response time over all the clients. Rabinovich et
al. proposed a protocol suite for dynamic replication and migration of Internet objects [86]
in which each node decides whether itself or its neighbor nodes should replicate the ser-
vice to avoid overloading the existing service providers and meanwhile also avoid wasting
resources. Similar to our replication algorithm presented in this thesis, this approach at-
tempts to place replicas in the vicinity where a majority of requests are generated and
meanwhile ensures that no servers are overloaded, by using a varying number of replicas
in the system. Similar to our replication algorithm and different from the centralized ones
discussed above, this work also takes into consideration the service processing time and
queueing time at replicas. This replication algorithm, however, depends on the consensus
of different nodes and assumes that the neighbor nodes will always agree to replicate the
service when they are asked to. It also does not consider the situation where a replicat-
ing node can leave unexpectedly. Another decentralized replication algorithm by Ko and
Rubenstein presented a fully distributed and self-stabilizing protocol that places replicated
resources in a network of arbitrary topology such that the longest distance that a query
must travel to find a particular copy of a resource is minimized [57]. It is similar to our
replication algorithm in the sense that each peer node autonomously makes decisions about
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whether it should replicate a service locally and provide access to it to others. Therefore, it
is more suitable for a peer-to-peer environment. The authors also evaluated their protocol
through thorough simulation which suggested that their algorithm has acceptable overhead
cost and satisfying performance. However, their algorithm does not consider the processing
time and assumes zero queuing time at service replicas, therefore it is not load adaptive.
Different replica placement algorithms have been addressed in peer-to-peer content dis-
tribution network [107, 100, 29]. Tang and Xu investigated the problem of placing object
replicas (e.g., web pages and images) to meet the QoS requirements of clients with the
objective of minimizing the replication cost [100]. Katz et al. presented a replica placement
protocol, dissemination tree [29], that builds the content distribution tree on top of peer-to-
peer location service PASTRY [88] while meeting QoS and server capacity constraints. The
author addressed two crucial design issues. First, how to dynamically choose the number
and placement of replicas, which is similar as our goal. Second, how to build the dissemina-
tion tree with small delay and bandwidth consumption. Instead of limiting ourselves to a
tree topology, in our study, we try to construct general overlay topologies for disseminating
data.
Other Work There are also a lot of work that tries to compare and evaluate the perfor-
mance of different replication algorithms. The studies presented in [72, 33] evaluated the
performance of uniform, proportional and square root replication algorithms in different
network topologies including power-law random graphs(PLRG), normal random graphs,
Gnutella graphs and two-dimensional grids through simulation. The simulation results
showed that the square-root replication scheme is the best for query in unstructured peer-
to-peer networks. Karlsson and Karamanolis described a method to assist system designers
to choose a placement heuristic based on the cost of required infrastructure (e.g., storage
capacity and network bandwidth), system topology, workload and performance goal [55].
2.1.3 Replication in Distributed Object Systems
Distributed object systems, e.g., SOAP [104], CORBA [78], DCOM [22], Java RMI, XML-
RPC [5] gained popularity because of the great programming convenience they can provide.
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They can hide the details of underlying OS and network systems. We are particularly
interested in the caching and replication schemes available in these middleware frameworks.
The caching framework implemented by Krishnaswamy et al. extended Java RMI framework
by modifying the reference layer of the Java RMI stack [63, 60]. By allowing clients to
cache the interested objects locally and access them locally, the remote method invocation
response time can be improved, especially when the invocation requests pattern has a high
ratio of reads to writes. Similarly, Eberhard presented requirements and mechanisms for
efficient caching of objects for Java RMI applications [40]. Instead of caching the full object,
his approach supports caching of reduced objects, which can save resources. Both of the
above works addressed only caching objects and the cached objects are not accessible by
other users. Filterfresh [19] is a Java package for building replicated fault-tolerant servers.
It mainly implemented support for replicating rmiregistry at every node so that single-
point-failures at the registry within the traditional Java RMI framework can be eliminated.
Instead of replicating rmiregistry only to improve the fault tolerance, we replicate the
objects to both handle failures and reduce invocation latency. Globe [103, 17] designed
distributed shared object which includes replication subobject that can encapsulate its own
policies for replication, migration and so on. Its goal is to support replicating different
objects with different replication schemes. Our work is different in the sense that we not only
support replicating distributed objects, but also transparently handle invocation failures and
resend invocation requests. Fragmented objects, like Globe’s distributed shared objects, are
physically distributed across multiple machines, encapsulating their own distribution policy.
However, fragmented objects do not explore how dynamice and fair resource utilization can
be ensured at peer nodes. In the W3Objects system [34], web resources are encapsulated
into distributed objects that can have their own replication scheme. The model is strongly
based on the notion of remote objects, but it is less flexible than a model in which objects




Different peer-to-peer technologies have been used to utilize both the storage and CPU
resources available in peer nodes to improve the performance of different applications. Cen-
tralized peer-to-peer system (e.g., Napster [3]) have a central repository that stores an index
to all files available in the system. Distributed peer-to-peer network, which can be catego-
rized into structured and unstructured, search replicated files in a distributed fashion by
forwarding the query to the overlay neighbors instead. Structured peer-to-peer networks
(e.g., Chord [98], CAN [90], Pastry [88], Tapestry [116]) use a distributed hash table to
look up files. This scheme is useful for locating files with exact name, but cannot per-
form well when given partial matching keyword. Unstructured peer-to-peer networks (e.g.,
Gnutella [6], Kazaa [2]) uses scoped-flooding search, therefore, performs well with partial
matching keyword and had become very popular. Seti@home [4] is a good example where
distributed computation cycles available on personal computers can be collected to run
applications that otherwise require expensive and powerful super-computers. Peer-to-Peer
network has also been used for media streaming where peer nodes can act as media servers
temporarily [79, 59].
2.2.2 Peer-to-Peer Middleware
Middleware is connectivity software that consists of a set of enabling services that allow
multiple processes running on one or more machines to interact across a network. It is
key to openness and interoperability. Middleware masks differences between OS platforms
and networks and makes the communication between information consumers and suppliers
easier.
Some of the distributed object middleware framework target general support for dis-
tributed applications in a dynamic environment. The P2PS middleware [76] provides the
developer with a means for building and working with P2P overlay applications, offering
various primitives and services such as group communication, efficient data location, and
dealing with highly dynamic networks. P2PS implements Tango [25], an efficient algorithm
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for constructing structured P2P systems. The main functionality provided by P2PS includes
network management primitives such as create, join and leave a network, communication
primitives such as one-to-one, broadcast and multicast, and monitoring primitives.
Omnix [65] provides an abstraction between the application and the underlying network
by providing higher-level functionality such as distributed P2P searches and direct commu-
nication among peers. The central idea of this work is to apply the well-established ISO
OSI layered model on P2P middleware systems. Therefore, it consists of three layer: the
Transport Layer, the Processing Layer and the P2P Network Layer.
JXTA[49, 102] protocols establish a virtual network overlay on top of the Internet, allow-
ing peers to directly interact with each other independent of their network connectivity and
domain topology (firewalls or NATs). Project JXTA enables application developers, not just
network administrators, to design network topology that best match their application re-
quirements. Multiple ad hoc virtual networks can be created and dynamically mapped into
one physical network. The goal of JXTA is to have a billion network services, all addressable
on the network, to discover and interact with each other in an ad doc and decentralized
manner through the formation of a multitude of virtual networks. The JXTA virtual net-
work standardizes the manner in which peers discover each other, self-organize into peer
groups, discover network resources, communicate, and monitor one another. Although
JXTA can support large number of peers to access large amount resources on Internet, the
performance of underlying implementations is not optimized, therefore, the response time
for using services could be long.
2.3 Advanced Network Technologies for Group Communi-
cation
2.3.1 Overlay Networks
In overlay networks, specially designed nodes distributed over the Internet form another
layer on top of the underlying Internet routing substrate. The nodes cooperate with each
other to forward data on behalf of any pair of communicating nodes in the overlay network;
each node does not only generate and sink but also forwards traffic. Researchers have studied
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the use of overlay networks in various areas. Overlay networks based on end-systems have
been used to implement application layer multicast [31, 18, 81, 71]. Infrastrucral overlay
networks have been proposed to circumvent BGP faults and constraints [12, 92], provide
countermeasures to DoS attacks [56], and support Quality of Service [67, 69]. They have
also been used for content distribution [59] and naturally act as the communication method
for peer-to-peer file sharing systems(e.g., [7, 32]).
Recently, there is considerable interest in the use of overlay networks as as a general
solution to add more flexibility and control to the routing infrastructure [83, 101, 44, 20] of
the Internet. While the Internet has been fully commercialized and evolved into a ubiquitous
medium of communication, its fundamental routing infrastructure cannot easily be changed.
Overlay networks can be used to provide testbeds for new technologies [46, 41, 82] and
facilitate the development of new network technologies.
The overlay topology is one of the most prominent configurable components of an overlay
network. An overlay topology constructed in favor of the underlying networks and the upper
application requirements can significantly improve the performance of the whole system. For
example, to reduce the latency of overlay networks, researchers have considered network
proximity when building overlay topologies [105]. Specially, Distributed Binning [89] uses
landmarks to calculate distance between overlay nodes, puts close nodes into the same bin,
and forms a low-latency overlay network by using half of the overlay links for intra-bin
connection and another half for inter-bin connection. Our methodology is similar to theirs.
However, they did not consider the preference heterogeneity and did not address the issues
Tree and mesh topologies for overlay multicast have been extensively studied [31, 18, 81,
71] in the literature. However, we are interested in overlays with more general communica-
tion speficiations that are defined with preference matrix and we do not limited outselves
to only tree or mesh topologies.
2.3.2 IP Multicast and Application Layer Multicast
Multicast is an efficient way to deliver the same information to a group of destinations
simultaneously. Instead of sending multiple copies of the same information, one copy for each
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destination, the sender sends the information once and the multicast protocol is responsible
for delivering the message to all destination nodes.
Multicast can be implemented in any layer of the network stack. But traditionally
multicast function has been mainly implemented in the network layer[42, 16], e.g., IP layer.
Over a decade, however, IP multicast has been facing various difficulty in its deployment
over the scope as wide as the Internet. Over the past a few years, though still keeping IP
multicast as an option, researchers have also seek to move the multicast functionality into
the application layer [28, 112, 47, 51, 35].
Application layer multicast protocols can be can be classified into two classes: tree-first
approach or mesh-first approach. Tree-first approach directly builds an overlay tree topology
out of the physical networks (e.g., Yoid [47] and ALMI [35]) and use the tree as the multicast
data paths. Mesh-first approach first constructs a mesh on top of the physical networks for
maintenance purpose and then generates a source-specific tree over the mesh topology as
the multicast data paths, e.g., Narada [112] and Scattercast [28]. Most application layer
multicast protocols form overlay networks over end-systems, so application layer multicast
is often also termed as end-system multicast.
2.3.3 Preference-Aware Communication
Event-based middleware system, i.e., the publish/subscribe system like Gryphon [118, 117],
JEcho [119, 120] and PADRES deliver information from a set of producers to a set of inter-
ested consumers. A set of broker machines are deployed to form a static overlay network that
routes information from producers to consumers. Gryphon [118] is based on an information
flow model and implements publish/subscribe event delivery with JMS interface [1]. It also
includes several extensions for event delivery, including guaranteed delivery, durable sub-
scriptions and relational subscription [52][94][95]. Similar to Gryphon, Siena [8, 26] delivers
events through an overlay network of brokers. Subscriptions are conjunctions of predicates
over the event attributes. Several broker network topologies are proposed in Siena. Reverse
path forwarding is used for broadcast routing and subscription filtering takes place on the
data delivery paths.
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Instead of deploying dedicated brokers to route data, some research work let partici-
pating peer nodes form an overlay and forward data for each other [119, 120]. Therefore,
it can provide dynamic reconfiguration of application-layer networks. This is better than
the above systems which have been originally built for static environments and assume a
static event dissemination structure. Having fixed event dissemination structures makes
them difficult to adapt to changing network conditions, hence unsuitable for applications
in dynamic peer-to-peer environments where nodes can join and leave unexpectedly.
Compared with event-based middleware systems, multicast provide more general group
communication support for disseminating data based on users’ preference. Multicast group-
ing is an important issue when multicast is used for data dissemination. Multicast grouping
problem is not new. Researchers have studied this problem in distributed interactive simu-
lation applications and proposed cell-based and entity-based grouping algorithms [87] [68]
[106] [24] [77] [74] [75]. Their efficiency has been extensively investigated in [121] [73].
The algorithms are simple yet powerful in simple gaming environment, where the relation-
ships between game entities can be defined by simple vision domain rules. However, they
might not be flexible enough for more complex gaming environments or other distributed
interactive applications and therefore may not be suitable for a general distributed object
platform.
Wong et al. were the first to investigate the multicast grouping in a general form and
proposed an algorithm based on the k-means clustering method [110]. It proposes a k-
means clustering algorithm that cluster users based either on the distance among sources or
distance among receivers. This algorithm does not serve our purpose for two reasons. First,
the algorithm targets at optimizing the overall traffic received by all receivers. The hetero-
geneity of receivers is ignored, therefore the algorithm may give a solution that overloads
certain receivers. Second, the algorithm considers either only similarity among sources or
receivers, while the similarity between connections could be a more general and flexible
criteria. This limits its scope of finding better grouping. Our work addressed this problem
by defining the distance among source-receiver pairs.
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2.4 Summary
GT-P2PRMI, a distributed object framework, supports dynamic invocation in peer-to-peer
environment which is not addressed in most of the above related work. The updates dis-
semination schemes using multicast and overlay network distinguish themselves with their
preference-aware features since most work does not consider users’ heterogeneous prefer-
ences. In the next several chapters, I will address each componet of our work in details.
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CHAPTER III
AURA: AUTONOMOUS REPLICATION ALGORITHM
In this chapter, we present AURA, an autonomous replication algorithm that is used to
decide the placement of object replicas so that the average service response time can be
minimized under different load distribution. First, we state the four practical goals of
our replication algorithm for peer-to-peer environment. Second, we formalize the replica
placement problem. Third, we describe our algorithm that achieves all the four goals we
stated. Last, we present the evaluation results from both simulation and actual experiment
with the Planetlab testbed.
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we propose a new scheme for object replication in distributed object systems.
The scheme avoids replicating or caching object states at every peer node so that the
consistency overhead can be managed. However, since the scheme is peer-to-peer based,
any peer node can potentially act as a replicating server. Instead of being replicated at
dedicated servers, the objects are replicated at a fraction of the peer nodes, who in turn
serve the requests from other peer nodes in their vicinity. Compared with a scheme caching
or replicating objects at every peer node, such a scheme has more control and tunability
in the consistency maintenance overhead. Compared with a scheme using fixed dedicated
replication servers, such a scheme is more scalable and adaptable in terms of resource
provisioning and is more flexible and tunable in terms of replica placement.
There are several challenges, that remain unaddressed, particularly in peer-to-peer en-
vironments, where global knowledge is usually not available to the replication algorithms.
Firstly, how to decide the placement of server object replicas based on the distribution of
service requests? The placement should be dynamically adjusted when the distribution of
service requests changes. Secondly, how to maintain the number of peer nodes that are
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concurrently replicating the server objects at a desired level, e.g., a certain percentage of
total number of peer nodes? A degree of replication that is too high may cause excessive
consistency maintenance cost. Too few replicas may not provide enough service capacity,
therefore causing overload at the replicating nodes. Thirdly, how to achieve fairness among
the peer nodes in terms of their contribution to the system? Fairness is a basic principle of
resource sharing and is a major consideration in many other peer-to-peer based systems.
We focus on solving the above problems and propose a dynamically adaptive object
replication scheme for scalable distributed services. The key features of the schemes are
following:
• Each peer node makes its replication decisions based only on its locally maintained
information.
• The algorithm automatically and continuously adapts to changes in the number of
nodes and service request rate in the system.
• The algorithm is fair that each peer node contributes a similar amount of time in
serving other nodes.
In our replication schemes, we made the following assumptions. First, we assume that
the participating peer nodes are not selfish or malicious. They honestly follow the specified
protocols unless they fail. When they fail, they fail quietly without generating any input
to the system.
Second, we do not limit ourselves to a specific suite of consistency protocols. Instead,
we are most interested in the update dissemination algorithms that can be used by any
consistency model and protocol to disseminate updates. Such protocols can easily provide
best-effort type of consistency.
Third, in our replication algorithms, we assume that the total amount of computation
resources provided by a fraction f of peer nodes is sufficient to serve all the service requests
generated by all the peer nodes. We also assume that every peer node contributes similar
amount of resources, i.e., any replica set consisting of a fraction f of all the peer nodes
provides similar amount of total computation resources.
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3.2 Peer-to-Peer Based Object Replication
Figure 2 shows the use of peer-to-peer based object replication to reduce the response time
of remote calls and improve the performance of distributed object systems. To reduce the
communication time involved in the processing of the remote calls, a portion of peer nodes
replicate the service objects from the owner server node. Each of the peer nodes replicating
the service objects in turn handles requests from other peer nodes in its vicinity that do
not have service instances. Meanwhile, the replicating peer nodes cooperate to make sure
that the state of an object is consistent among all replicas of the object based on a specified
consistency policy. Since the peer nodes are not dedicated server nodes, the portion of peer
nodes that replicate the service can change with time. As shown in Figure 2, some of the
peer nodes that were previously replicating the service at time I have deleted the service by
time II; and some peer nodes that were not replicating the service at time I have started
new replicas by time II.
In this algorithm, we focus on the issues of replica placement, i.e., the selection of a cer-
tain number of replica locations from the set of peer nodes and omit the discussion about
how to maintain the consistency between the owner server node and the set of replicating
peer nodes — much of the consistency maintenance mechanisms and protocols proposed
in [60] can be used here. The replica placement problem is NP-hard because of its combi-
natorial solution space. Similar problems have been studied in the context of web service
and content delivery network with a focus on performance optimization, usually assuming
the availability of global knowledge and central control [113]. In the context of peer-to-
peer based object replication, however, the global knowledge and central control are usually
not available, and distributed algorithms are needed. Besides, apart from pursuing perfor-
mance, the replica placement algorithm should also consider the dynamic conditions of a
peer-to-peer environment as well as fairness among peers. Specifically, we are interested in
finding replica placement algorithms that address the following issues.
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3.2.1 Performance
The goal of object replication in distributed object systems is to reduce the impact of
networking communication latency on the response time of remote calls. Assume there are
n peer nodes U = {u1, u2, ..., un} in the system. The object replicas are placed at a subset
of the peer nodes, denoted by S. Each peer node ui selects the nearest replicating peer
node that is not overloaded in set S as its local server, denoted by L(ui), and directs all its
remote calls to this server. Assume that at time t, the peer node ui is generating remote
calls at rate ri requests per unit of time, then a replica placement S with good performance





where d(ui, uj) is the network latency between nodes ui and uj . For simplicity of presen-
tation we assume the network latencies between two nodes are symmetric, i.e., d(ui, uj) =
d(uj , ui).
3.2.2 Controlled Number of Replicas
It is straightforward to see that the cost in Eq. 1 is minimized if every peer node replicates
(i.e., S = U). However, as we previously discussed, such a replication scheme incurs large
consistency maintenance overhead and forces the system to adopt a lower level of consis-
tency. A good choice for the number of replicating nodes (i.e., the size of S) is a tradeoff
between the consistency overhead and performance needs. Too few replicas cannot effec-
tively reduce the response time of remote calls. Too high a degree of replication may not
necessarily improve system’s responsiveness significantly because of excessive consistency
maintenance cost. The problem of deciding the appropriate number of replicas in the sys-
tem is beyond the scope of our work. Instead, we assume the number of replicas is given
as a certain fraction of the total number of peer nodes (i.e., |S||U | = f) in the system and we
are most interested in how to maintain the number of replicas at this desired level. The
reasoning behind the use of a fraction instead of a fixed number is that the system can be
dynamic in terms of the number of peer nodes and it is desirable that the number of replicas
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in the system adapts to the size of the system.
3.2.3 Autonomous Adaptability
In a peer-to-peer system, the set of peer nodes can change over time. The system should
be able to adapt to the changes dynamically. In a system where global knowledge about
the system is available and central control is used, the system can keep recomputing the
placement of the replicas based on the global knowledge, and coordinate the adjustment in
replica placement using the central controller. In a peer-to-peer environment, however, we
are most interested in autonomous and distributed recomputation and adjustment to the
replica locations without relying on a central controller. Such autonomous adaptability is
especially desirable and potentially effective in an environment where each peer node could
make efficient use of the information it can learn from nodes in its neighborhood.
3.2.4 Fairness
In peer-to-peer systems, fairness among peer nodes is usually an important design goal. For
example, in many peer-to-peer file sharing systems, special mechanisms are used to ensure
that every peer contributes a reasonable amount of upload bandwidth to the system in
order to get higher download bandwidth [6]. In general, however, the definition of fairness
can vary in different types of systems, with focus on different resources such as the usage
of network bandwidth, contributed CPU cycles, or the number of exchanged files. In the
context of peer-to-peer based object replication systems, we are most interested in the
fairness that is based on the number of calls made and serviced by a peer node over some
interval of time. Every peer node could keep generating remote calls, but at each single
moment only a portion of the peer nodes are replicating the service objects. It is desirable
that different peer nodes replicate the objects at different times and each peer node provides
a fair overall amount of service.
Even in this specific context, the exact definition of fairness can vary. In a peer-to-peer
based object replication system, the term fairness could have one of the following meanings:
• Service Time Fairness: In a time window of our interest, every peer node serves as
the replication server for approximately the same amount of time.
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• Service Load Fairness: In a time window of our interest, each peer node serves equal
number of requests.
• Credit-Debit Fairness: In a time window of our interest, every peer node serves the
same number of requests as it generates during the same period.
All these definitions reflect valid design concerns and deserve in-depth discussion. In this
work, however, we focus our discussion on service time fairness, and leave credit-debit
fairness and service fairness as future work.
3.3 AURA: An Autonomous Replication Algorithm
In this section, we present AURA, an autonomous replication algorithm for peer-to-peer
based object replication systems. The algorithm is designed to address all the issues dis-
cussed in Section 3.2. First, the algorithm is autonomous. Each self-managing peer node
makes its own decisions about service replication, using only the information it collects
from its neighborhood. The capability of making decisions autonomously using only locally
maintained information is key to scalable coordination in systems with potentially a large
number of peer nodes. Second, the algorithm is probabilistic and adaptive. Each peer
node’s replication decisions are probabilistic. Although each peer node makes its own deci-
sions, the overall effect of their probabilistic behavior is that the system maintains a certain
number of replicas and adapts this number when peer nodes join and leave. New replicas
are added when and where they are needed but the total number of replicas in the system
is controlled. Third, the algorithm is fairness-aware. Each peer node keeps track of its con-
tribution to the system and adjusts its behavior accordingly to ensure it contributes a fair
share of service time to the system. Finally, performance is still an important goal of AURA.
Generally, some degradation in performance is usually unavoidable when an autonomous
algorithm relying on incomplete knowledge is used instead of an algorithm relying on global
knowledge. Furthermore, enforcing fairness among peer nodes also limits the performance
to some degree since even the set of peer nodes that provide the best performance should
not run more than their share required by the fairness. AURA algorithm uses information
obtained from periodic messages that are exchanged among neighbors for the coordination
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among nearby nodes to reduce the performance loss caused by not only the lack of global
knowledge and central control but also from the need to maintain the fairness constraint.
To explain the intuition behind AURA algorithm, we first examine the whole spectrum
of replica placement algorithms, in terms of the level of coupling among different nodes’
actions in these algorithms. At one extreme of the spectrum are a class of algorithms that
rely on the availability of global knowledge. In this class of algorithms, each peer node’s
decision making depends on the states of all the other peer nodes. For example, all the peer
nodes send their information to a central controller which can integrate the information and
send the results back to all the peer nodes for them to make decisions. At the other extreme
are a class of algorithms in which each peer node makes its decision purely based on its
own state. This eliminates the communication overhead for a peer node to learn the states
of other nodes. Actually, by introducing probabilistic behavior to each node, this class of
algorithms can achieve some of our design goals with very little overhead — statistically, if
each peer node randomly selects a fraction f of its time and replicates the service during
that period of time, the average replica fraction in the system, as a function of the number
of nodes, should also be approximately f , which meets both the goal of achieving fairness
in service time and the goal of maintaining a stable replication fraction f . However, the
complete lack of coordination with other nodes in decision making often results in replica
placement that does not match well with the distribution of nodes and their loads in the
system. This causes relatively high service response time and degraded performance.
The AURA algorithm avoids the two extremes. Instead, it chooses a point between the
two extremes. Similar to the previously discussed algorithms in the second class, the opera-
tion of AURA largely involves probabilistic behavior to determine when a peer node should
have a replica of the service. However, instead of making decisions totally independent of
other nodes’ states, each peer node uses the information obtained from nearby replicating
nodes to prevent unnecessary replicas from being created. Different ways can be used to
collect information about nearby replicas. We used two methods that do not need central-
ized control and collect such information through distributed fashion in our work. The first
way is using local query, which can be used to collect the replica fraction in the local area,
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the location and the load condition of nearby replicas. The second way is using heartbeat,
which can be used to learn the location and load condition of nearby replicas and even to
estimate the global replica fraction in the whole system. The use of query or heartbeats
increases the protocol costs but also increases the performance of the system. The details
of the two protocols to collect replicas’ information will be described later.
As we discussed in Section 3.2.4, fairness can be defined in several different ways de-
pending on the applications’ specific requirements. To meet different fairness definitions,
however, the algorithm needs to act differently. In our work, we concentrate on service time
fairness.
In AURA algorithm, each peer node is always in one of the three states: replicating,
sleeping, and ready. The possible transitions among the three states are shown in Figure 3.
When a peer node is in the replicating state, it is replicating the service object and can
serve other peer nodes’ requests. During the replicating state, a peer node makes replica
deletion decision based on either its served request number or the pre-assigned time slice.
After a peer node shutdowns its replicated service, it enters the sleeping state. When a peer
node is in the sleeping state, it does not make replication decision, therefore is impossible
to enter replicating state from sleeping state. After the sleeping state term is over, the peer
node will enter the ready state. When a peer node is in the ready state, it is not replicating
the service yet but is ready to start replicating the service if needed. A peer node makes
replica creation decision only when it is in the ready state.
Timing of Replication Decision In AURA, the frequency with which a node makes
replication decision affects its protocol overhead, its responsiveness to changing system
conditions, e.g., when nodes join and leave the system, or when replicas are created and
deleted, and also the fairness requirement. If the nodes query and evaluate the current
replica fraction in their vicinity aggressively, the replica fraction in each local area can be
maintained at target value f accurately even when the number of nodes in the system
changes quickly. But this also incurs more communication overhead in the overlay network.
If a node queries and evaluates the current replica fraction in its vicinity lazily, the protocol
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decision is YES
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Figure 3: State Transition Diagram
the total number of nodes in the system.
The timing with which a node makes replication decision also affects the fairness re-
quirements. There are various ways for a node to decide when it should recompute its
replication decisions. For example,
1. Make decision every L requests
2. Make decision every T interval
Intuitively, if the definition of fairness requires the nodes that generate more requests to
serve more requests from others, the first rule is more desirable. If the definition of fairness
requires every node to serve similar amount of time, the second rule is more desirable. In
our thesis, we concentrate on the definition of fairness that requires each node to contribute
similar amount of service time, therefore, we let each node make its replication decision
periodically. If we want to implement the credit-debit fairness definition, the algorithm
should be extended to let each node make its replication decision upon each generated
request (or every L requests). We did not implement the credit-debit fairness requirement
in our algorithm, but this could be easily extended to do so.
Below, we will first talk about the details of the heartbeat protocols we used, then we
will describe how a node periodically makes replication decision. At last, we will explain
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Notations Meaning
f target replica fraction
mi counter value of node ui during the counting protocol
Ti total recording time of node ui (sliding window size)
αi total replication time in the past sliding window of node ui
βi total missed replication in the past sliding window of node ui
τi last replication time
φi sleeping ratio of node ui
γi current servicing load of node ui
µi load upper bound of node ui
R(ui) set of replicas in node ui’s vicinity
Table 1: Parameters Used in Algorithm
how the parameters are dynamically adjusted to meet our goals. The parameter used in
this algorithm are summarized in Table 1.
Heartbeat Heartbeat is commonly used in overlay network to keep connectivity [88,
30]. Basically, each peer node periodically sends out heartbeats to its directly connected
neighbors to inform them that it is alive. In this section, instead of using query messages, we
use heartbeats to obtain some more information than just connectivity. The major benefit
of heartbeat is that it incurs less overhead than query.
First, heartbeat is used to advertise replicas’ information including both location and
load. The load information includes a replica’s current servicing rate and its servicing upper
bound decided by its contributable resources. The location and load information of each
replica is tagged with a TTL and therefore is only included in other peer nodes’ heartbeats
if its TTL has not been decreased to zero. Therefore, each replica is only visible to other
nodes within a neighborhood of TTL hops. Through the heartbeat message, each peer
node, regardless of its replicating status, can learn the number of replicas in its vicinity,
and also the location and load information of each of those replicas.
Secondly, heartbeat is used to obtain the approximate replica fraction in the system.
AURA uses a distributed counting protocol to exchange information among direct neighbors
to achieve a global estimate of the current replica fraction among all peer nodes currently
in the system. The protocol runs every phase with length of P time units (a span of P
time units is called a phase) and each node starts the protocol at the beginning of each
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phase. For example, we can define the starting time of each phase as 1:00, 1:10 .... At
the beginning of each phase, each peer node ui initializes its counter mi as follows: if ui
is a replica, mi is equal to 1, else mi is equal to 0. After that, at each odd round of
heartbeat, each peer node sends its current counter value to its direct neighbors; at each
even round of heartbeat, each peer node updates it counter mi following the algorithm
shown in Algorithm 1. The basic idea is to shed the value from nodes with higher counter
values to those with lower values. Eventually, the counter value mi of each peer node ui
will converge to the replication ratio of the system. The accuracy of mi is affected by the
length of a phase, P . We observe that a small sacrifice in accuracy can significantly reduce
the time required for converging. Our simulation shows that a system with one thousand
nodes can quickly reach the state where more than 90% of the peer nodes currently in the
system reach the range of [0.9 ∗ fcurrent, 1.1 ∗ fcurrent], where fcurrent is the current actual
replica fraction in the system.
Algorithm 1 Actions for Peer Node ui to Split mi Among Direct Neighbors
m′i = 0;
S is the set of nodes that are ui’s direct neighbors;
sum = mi +
∑
uj∈S mj ;
count = 1 + |S|;
avg = sum / count;




bi = (mi − avg)/count; m
′
i+ = avg + bi;
end if






Creating Replicas Each peer node ui, when in ready state, periodically makes repli-
cation decision based on the load information of replicas in its vicinity and the resources
it has contributed in the past. The creation decision should not only promote the fairness
but also adapt to load distribution to improve the performance. Therefore, the creation
decision is affected by two factors.
First, the more overloaded the replicas in a peer node ui’s vicinity are, the higher
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probability peer node ui should create a replica. In that way, more replicas can be created in
areas with higher request rate. Since each replica heartbeats its replicating status, including
request serving rate and request serving upper bound, to its vicinity within TTL hops, each
peer node ui, regardless of its replicating status, can learn the set of replicas in its vicinity,
denoted as R(ui), the request serving rate γj and request serving upper bound µj of each
peer node uj ∈ R(ui), through the heartbeat messages. The average request serving rate
γ̄i is the average of the request serving rates over all the replicas in a peer node ui’s TTL-
scoped vicinity. γj/µj reflects the overload condition of peer node uj , and the value of
1 means ui is fully loaded. The average overload ratio θ̄i is the average of the overload












Secondly, to promote fairness, the less resources a peer node ui has contributed in the
past, the higher probability it should contribute its resources to create a replica. Ideally,
each peer node should contribute a fraction f of its time to replicate a service. But since the
replication decision is affected by the status of other replicating nodes, a peer node may not
contribute enough replication time in the past. Therefore it should try to compensate for
the replication time it has missed by contributing more resources in the future. To achieve
this goal, we require each peer node ui to record the time it has contributed to replicate the
service, denoted as αi, and the time it has spent in recording its replication time, denoted
as Ti, in its local memory
1. Then peer node ui can calculate the missing time βi = fTi−αi
when it needs to make creation decision. The ratio βiαi+βi reflects how much a peer node ui
has missed its replication time in the past. The higher this ratio is, the higher probability
a peer node ui should create a replica locally.
1The values of αi and Ti are decreased periodically. For example, Ti is decreased by Ti/2 and αi is





We combine the two factors discussed above and get the creation probability pi with





When all the replicas in peer node ui’s vicinity are overloaded and αi << βi and all nearby
replicas are overloaded, the creation probability pi is equal to 1; when a peer node ui has
contributed enough resources, the creation probability pi is equal to 0.
If the replication decision is yes, ui sets its replicating time as βi, its missed replication
time, and enters the replicating state. If the decision is no, ui does not create a replica but
stays in the ready state. It will try to create a replica in the next period when making the




Deleting Replicas After a peer node ui creates a replica locally, it can serve requests
from other peer nodes. If the replica created at peer node ui does not receive a lot of
requests during its serving time, it implies that this replica may not be created at a useful
location therefore better be deleted. The replica at peer node ui will be deleted when
1. the scheduled time slice βi runs out;
2. ui receives much fewer requests than other replicas in its vicinity: γi < γj ,∀uj ∈ R(ui)
and γi < γ̄i/2.
If the replica is deleted due to the second condition, the actual amount of time peer
node ui replicates the service, denoted as τi, will be smaller than the scheduled time βi, i.e.,
τi ≤ βi. After deleting the replica, ui will enter the sleeping state and stay in the sleeping
state for τiφi units of time. φi is ratio between the time ui will stay in sleeping state and
the time ui has just stayed in the replicating state. The sleeping ratio φi is tunable by each
peer node ui itself. The goal of tuning the sleeping ratio φi is to control the number of
replicas in the system to reach the target replica fraction f in the system. We will describe
how to tune this parameter later in this section. In the sleeping state, peer node ui will not
try to create a replica under any condition.
Tuning Control Parameter If the creation probability of each peer node ui is always




is enough to maintain the target replica fraction of f in the system. However, the value
of the creation probability pi and replication time τi are affected by other replicas’ status
therefore vary during different time and under different load distribution.
AURA uses a feedback-based tuning mechanism to adjust the sleep ratio to an appro-
priate value. Each peer node ui adjusts the value of its sleeping ratio φi dynamically based
on the estimated replica fraction, mi, obtained from the distributed counting protocol we
described earlier in this section. Initially, φi is set to (1− f)/f . Periodically, based on the
observed replication ratio mi, which approximately reflects the global replica fraction, node
ui adjusts φi as follows: if mi ≤ 0.9f , φi is decreased by 1; if mi ≥ 1.1f , φi is increased by
1; otherwise, φi is kept the same.
3.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of AURA for large scale systems through
simulation. We also conduct some experiments with the PlanetLab test bed [82] to measure
the performance of our replication algorithm in an environment with realistic end-to-end
network latency, real network traffic and shared load with other users on the same node.
3.4.1 Simulation Setup
We build a discrete event driven simulator to measure the performance of AURA. The sim-
ulation takes the following parameters: (1) A group of N nodes and the network communi-
cation latency between every pairs of nodes; (2) Requests generated following exponential
distribution with parameter λ; (3) Targeted replication fraction f . The overlay network
topology is generated as follows. N nodes are randomly distributed in a m dimensional
virtual space. The end-to-end latency between any pair of nodes is the euclidian distance
between the two nodes in the virtual space, as GNP does [43]. We build an overlay topol-
ogy with an average degree of 5 similar as [57]. The 5 overlay neighbors of a peer node
are randomly chosen from its 10 nearest nodes 2 . This is a simple way for constructing
2We use the connected topologies and discard the partitioned ones.
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a topology-aware overlay network but not the best one. There are more complicated al-
gorithms for building a topology-aware overlay [89, 66] and they should result in better
performance. To avoid the impact of different overlay construction algorithms, we decided
to use this simple random one. All the results in this section are based on overlay topology
with 1000 overlay nodes. The service object is initially replicated at 5% (50) randomly se-
lected nodes. During the simulation, each request is directed to the closest unloaded service
replica.
3.4.2 Stability of Replica Fraction
Figure 4 and Figure 5 plot how the number of replicas in the system varies with time. x
axis represents the simulation time, y axis represents the number of replicas. We sample the
results every 10, 000 time units and plot the figures. The sleep ratio φi is fixed in Figure 4
and adjustable in Figure 5. Figure 4 shows that after an initial adaption period, the number
of replicas in the system reaches a dynamic equilibrium and the reached equilibrium is lower
than the target of 5% when φi are fixed at 19. In Figure 5, sleep ratio φi is not adjustable
from time 0 to 50 and adjustable by each peer node itself from time 50 to 450. We can
see that after each peer node starts to adjust φi based on its estimated replica fraction, the






















Figure 4: Variation of the number of replicas in the system when sleep ratio φi of each























Figure 5: Variation of the number of replicas in the system when sleep ratio φi of each
node ui is adjustable
3.4.3 Fairness of Resource Contribution
Figure 6 plots the total amount of time each peer node spends in replicating the service.
The x axis represents the index of each node, the y axis is the sum of all the time when a
node is replicating the service. The simulation runs for 4,500,000 time units and there is
no join or leave during the simulation. This figure shows that each peer node contributes
its resources for approximately similar amount of time and it is about 5% of the simulation
time. The longer the simulation runs, the closer the total amount of times of each peer
node spent as a replica.
3.4.4 Average Network Latency Between Replicas and Client Peer Nodes
In our simulation, the peer nodes generate requests following the exponential distribution
with λ = 0.001.
Figure 7 compares the average latency between every peer node and its closest replicas
when different number of replicas are placed through different replica placement algorithms.
The x axis represents the number of replicas deployed. The y axis represents the average
latency between client peer nodes and their closest replicas. This results show whether








































Figure 7: Average latency between peer nodes and their nearest replicas when different
fraction of replicas are created
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of AURA with greedy algorithm [84] and random algorithm. Figure 7 shows that AURA
algorithm performs worse than greedy algorithm, but much better than the random algo-
rithm. The greedy algorithm is a centralized algorithm and its computational complexity
is O(kN2), where k is the number of replicas and N is the total number of nodes. However,
it performs within a factor of 1.5 times of the super-optimal algorithm in the median cases
and around a factor of 4 in the maximum case [84]. The greedy algorithm does not consider
fairness. Therefore, it computes one set of replicas based on the perfect knowledge of the
underlying topologies and the rate of requests generated from each node, and then use the
m replicas unless the topologies or requests rates change. The random algorithm selects
k nodes randomly and uses them as the replicas. We use the average of the results of 40
runs for random algorithm. To be comparable with algorithms that are not fairness aware
and load adaptive, we use a fixed topology and keep the request rates of all peer nodes un-
changed in this experiment. For our algorithm, we take snapshots of the replica placements
generated with AURA periodically, and use the average of the results of 40 snapshots.
3.4.5 Experiments with PlanetLab
Since the simulation does not reflect the dynamics of the network latency, the overhead of
query and heartbeat, and the shared load of CPU resources of the peer nodes, we measured
several features of our replication algorithm on top of the PlanetLab test bed.
We randomly choose 100 nodes that are mainly distributed around north America,
Europe, and a few in Asia. The maximum round trip latency between two peer nodes is
about 280ms. Each peer node can autonomously decide whether it will create a replica of
the service based on the local knowledge it collects from heartbeat messages. Each peer
node generates Java RMI requests following exponential distribution of λ = 0.001. Each
request need 50ms to be served by a replicating peer nodes. When the size of the system is
small, e.g., with 100 nodes, it is hard to accurately maintain 5% replicas, i.e., 5 replicas. So
in the experiment conducted on the top of Planetlab, we raised our target to be 10% and
try to maintain an average of 10 replicating nodes in the system at the same time.


















replicating server fluctuation with time (topology with 100 nodes) 
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Figure 8: Variation of the number replicas in the system at the same time
same time varies around the target replica percentage of 10%, i.e., 10 nodes. The number
of servers is sampled every 10000ms. The x axis represents the times that the number of














CDF of the average invocation response time of each node(topology with 100 nodes) 
Average response time
Figure 9: CDF of the average RMI call response time of all the peer nodes
Figure 9 is the CDF of the average response time over all the generated requests by each
peer node. The x axis represents the average RMI call response time. The y axis represents
the percentage of the peer nodes whose average response time is below certain value. We
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find that the main reason why some peer nodes have much larger average response time
than the majority is because there are some peer nodes we choose that are having very
high load caused by other shared applications on the same peer nodes and therefore, large
number of system overload exception on those peer nodes.
3.5 Summary
A good scheme for deciding when and where an object should be replicated is important for
better utilization of resources available at peer nodes and for improving the performance of
object invocation. In a peer-to-peer system, such a decision cannot be made at a central
place. Instead, a distributed algorithm is needed so that each peer node can autonomously
decide whether to contribute its own resources to others or not. In this section, we propose
a distributed algorithm for each peer node to decide whether it needs to replicate a service
locally and share it with others. The benefits of this algorithm include being responsive to
heterogeneous load, ensuring that each peer node fairly contributes its available resources
to meet the needs of the overall system and the ability to control consistency maintenance
overheard by controlling the number of replicas in the system.
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CHAPTER IV
UPDATE DISSEMINATION USING LIMITED NUMBER
OF MULTICAST CHANNELS
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in previous chapters, when distributed object platforms, e.g., CORBA, DCOM
and RMI are used to implement distributed applications, the latency experienced by clients
can be reduced by replicating an object where it is accessed rather than always transferring
its state on demand. When replicating an object, consistency must be considered between
the object and its replicas. A replica of an object does not need to be totally consistent
with the object. Different objects may require different levels of granularity of consistency,
say, some critical objects require immediate updates to all of its replicas while other objects
require only some of the updates. The replica of an object at one remote user may be more
or less consistent than replicas of this object at other users. The consistency of a replica
can depend on the remote user’s available network resources. For example, a workstation
with a broadband network connection can maintain a more consistent replica of an object
than a PDA with a wireless connection.
In this chapter, we concentrate on the following problem: how updates to an object
can be efficiently disseminated to its replicas to ensure that the consistency requirement
are met? This problem is interesting when the number of remote users and replicated
objects is very large and network resources are limited. The key to scaling applications in a
heterogeneous environment with limited network resources is how the state updates to an
object are disseminated to replicating users.
Two transport technologies can be used to disseminate state updates to replicating users.
The first option is to use unicast, where the state update to an object is transmitted to
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only one remote replicating user at a time. However in a distributed interactive applica-
tion, multiple remote users can replicate overlapping sets of objects. As a result, unicast
will use the object’s host’s outgoing bandwidth inefficiently. Another option is to use mul-
ticast. A multicast channel can be allocated for each replicated object, and remote users
who replicate this object can listen to this channel. However, multicast channels are not
free: they consume resources inside the network, i.e., router memory for storing multicast
information[37]. The number of multicast channels available for use by an application is
limited. Several objects must be grouped together into the same multicast channel. How-
ever a new problem arises: a remote user can receive updates for objects that it does not
replicate but are grouped with objects it does replicate. The result is that the remote user’s
incoming bandwidth can be used inefficiently. The key to making large-scale distributed
network applications feasible is to group objects into multicast channels in an intelligent
manner so that the following requirements are satisfied:
1. Object server sends data that does not exceed its available bandwidth;
2. Replicating user receives data that does not exceed its available bandwidth;
3. Only limited number of multicast channels are used.
In this chapter, we propose a model for the problem of finding adequate groupings of
replicated objects and replicating users into finite number of multicast channels. Our model
takes into consideration users’ heterogeneous resource constrains and can support replicated
objects at varying degrees of consistency. We also propose a greedy-heuristic algorithm to
solve this problem. Our algorithm is incremental : as the set of objects that remote users
replicate changes, a new grouping is derived from the previous grouping. This allows the
number of expensive join and leave operations to be minimized and the running time to be
low. Our algorithm is also adaptive: if an adequate grouping cannot be found in a timely
manner, the problem can be made easier as allowed by the policy of the application. For
example, objects replicated at low-degree of consistency at a remote user could be dropped
in favor of preserving the consistency of more important objects.
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4.2 Group Arrangement Problem
4.2.1 Example: Massive Multiplayer Game
As an example, consider an MMG with thousands of players interacting in a sports event in
a large stadium. Players, or more concretely, the avatars of players, can have different roles
in this sports event: they can be participating directly in the sports, or they can merely be
spectators in the bleachers. Players of the MMG have interest in various game entities in
the stadium according to their role in the game. Players may be highly interested in other
players in the field, and they might be lightly interested in score board. Spectators can be
interested in the players in the field, the scoreboard, the announcer, and other spectators.
When such an application is implemented over a distributed object platform, game enti-
ties could be designed as a set of objects, e.g. locations, outlines, colors and textures, which
incrementally define more details about the entity. For displaying an entity with different
levels of details, different amount of objects are required. Objects could be implemented
at a game server and replicated at client hosts. Updates to an object are disseminated
to clients that are replicating this object. The consistency of objects and their replicas
determines whether a smooth motion for objects is provided.
4.2.2 Layered Preferences and Adaptive Grouping
We focus on the update dissemination from a server to its clients. Each client has a set of
replicated objects and consistency settings on these objects. These objects are updated at
the server node.
Given a certain amount of system resources, i.e., number of multicast channels, server’s
outgoing bandwidth and clients’ incoming bandwidth, the possibility of finding a feasible
group arrangement depends on both system resources and client preferences. The more
updates the clients ask for and the lower resources the system has, the lower the possibility
of finding such a grouping
To increase the possibility of finding a feasible group arrangement, the clients can choose
to be very conservative. They can ask for minimum amount of data — less replicated ob-
jects and less frequent updates. This often means lower level of game image quality and
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meanwhile the system resources are not fully exploited. On the other hand, the clients
can choose to ask for a lot of data to achieve higher game quality and resource utilization
but risk the chance of not finding a feasible group arrangement. Because each client acts
independently in such a distributed system, it is difficult for the clients to give “suitable”
preferences that neither overload nor waste the system resources. To solve this problem,
we propose layered preference and adaptive group arrangement strategy as follows: When
clients submit preferences, they assign different priorities to different objects; the server
starts to search a feasible group arrangement that meets all the preferences without con-
cerning the priorities. If it can not succeed, it drops preference on some or all low priority
objects and tries again. This step is repeated until a feasible group arrangement is finally
found.
In the rest of this chapter, we only focus on the single step in the above iterative
procedure. That is, when we try to find a feasible group arrangement, we are concerned
only with the preferences and ignore the associated priorities.
4.2.3 Examples of Group Arrangement
We give several simple examples of group arrangement here. We use source to substitute for
object that the object server is sending updates for, receiver for a client that is replicating
some objects implemented by a server, and channel for a multicast channel. Source, receiver
and channel are denoted by si, ri and ci.
Table 2 shows the outgoing bandwidth of server, incoming bandwidth capacity of seven
receivers and their preferences to seven sources.
We try several possible group arrangements and show how they may not meet all the
requirements.
• Case 1: Table 3 shows a grouping where all sources are partitioned into three channels.
But r3’s incoming bandwidth is overloaded.
• Case 2: Table 4 shows a group arrangement where receivers are partitioned into
three channels. Server’s outgoing bandwidth is exceeded by four; r3, r4, r5’s incoming
bandwidth is overloaded.
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Table 2: Requirement Conditions
receiver receiver’s preference B/W
r1 (s1, s2, s3) 4
r2 (s1, s3, s4) 4
r3 (s1, s4, s5) 4
r4 (s1, s5, s6) 4
r5 (s1, s5, s7) 4
r6 (s1, s2, s3, s6, s7) 8
r7 (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5) 8
Server 12
• Case 3: Table 5 shows a feasible group arrangement.
Table 3: Case 1
channel receivers sources
c1 r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7 s1
c2 r1, r2, r3, r6, r7 s2, s3, s4
c3 r3, r4, r5, r6, r7 s5, s6, s7
Table 4: Case 2
channel receivers sources
c1 r1, r2 s1, s2, s3, s4
c2 r3, r4, r5 s1, s4, s5, s6, s7
c3 r6, r7 s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7
Table 5: Case 3
channel receivers sources
c1 r1, r2, r6, r7 s1, s2, s3, s4
c2 r3, r7 s1, s4, s5
c3 r4, r4, r6 s1, s5, s6, s7
4.2.4 Problem Definition
We represent receivers’ diverse preferences with an m×n matrix, named preference matrix
and denoted as Mrs. m and n are the numbers of receivers and sources, respectively. If
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receiver ri prefers source sj , M
rs
i,j equals to 1, otherwise it equals to 0. Put in another way,
row i describes the sources that ri prefers and column j describes the receivers that prefer
sj . Figure 10(a) shows the preference matrix for example in Table 2.
  
r1
r2  1   0   1   1   0   0   0 
r3  1   0   0   1   1   0   0     
r4  1   0   0   0   1   1   0 
r5  1   0   0   0   1   0   1
r7  1   1   1   1   1   0   0 
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
   1   1   0   0   0   01
r6  1    1   1   0   0   1   1
r1   1    0     0
r2   1    0     0
r3   0    1     0
r4   0    0     1
r5   0    0     1
r6   1    0     1
r7   1    1     0
c1  c2  c3
(a) Mrs (b)Mrc
c1   1   1   1   1    0    0   0  
c2   1   0   0   1    1    0   0   
c3   1   0   0   0    1    1   1
      s1  s2 s3  s4 s5  s6  s7
r1  1   1    1    1   0   0    0
r2  1   1    1    1   0   0    0 
r3  1   0    0    1   1   0    0 
r4  1   0    0    0   1   1    1
r5  1   0    0    0   1   1    1
r6  2   1    1    1   1   1    1
      s1 s2  s3  s4 s5 s6 s7
r7  2   1    1    2   1   0    0
(c)Mcs (d) Ars = Mrc ×Mcs
Figure 10: Example of Preference and Subscription Matrices
The system resources are defined by a server outgoing bandwidth Bs, number of channels
k and clients’ incoming bandwidth vector Br. For example, in Table 2, k = 3, Bs = [12],
and Br = [4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 8, 8].
When grouping receivers and sources into channels, we use another two 0-1 matrices to
represent the group arrangement: a receiver subscription matrix and a source subscription
matrix. The former, denoted by Mrc, is an m× k matrix that describes how receivers are
related to channels; Mrci,k equals to 1 means receiver ri listens to channel ck. The latter,
denoted by Mcs, is a k×n matrix that describes how sources are related to channels; Mcsk,j
equals to 1 means source sj sends updates to channel ck. The two subscription matrices
corresponding to the example in Table 5 are given in Figure 10(b) and Figure 10(c).
The product of Mrc and Mcs, denoted by Ars, represents the actual amount of data re-
ceived by receivers. Entry Arsi,j is the actual number of times that ri receives sj . Figure 10(d)
shows the value of Ars corresponding to Table 5.
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A feasible group arrangement must satisfies the following conditions:




















4.3 A Heuristic Searching Algorithm
4.3.1 General Idea
As previously discussed, a feasible group arrangement must satisfy four conditions. In
practice, the server usually has much larger bandwidth than the receivers does. If a group
arrangement satisfies condition (1) and (3), it is very unlikely that the arrangement does
not satisfy condition (2). Therefore, we do not explicitly attack the satisfaction condition
on the server traffic in our algorithm, but try to reduce the server traffic when possible.
Our algorithm starts from an initial group arrangement that uses the given number
of channels and meets the receiver preferences. First, we must check if the initial group
arrangement satisfies receiver bandwidth conditions. If it does, it is a feasible group ar-
rangement and the algorithm halts. Otherwise it must be adjusted into another group
arrangement that still satisfies receivers preferences and uses k channels. The adjustment
is repeated until it satisfies the receivers’ bandwidth condition. The pseudo code for the
algorithm is shown in Figure 11. We will go into detail about the single adjustment step in
the next subsection, but first we present two practical issues about our algorithm.
First, if network resources are very low relative to receiver preference requirements,
a feasible group arrangement either may not exist, or it might take a very long time to
find. There is no formal way to find out. Given the real time nature of our system,
we limit the searching time of our algorithm. If a feasible group arrangement cannot be
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p - Preference matrix, g - Grouping, c - Channel, l - Connection
group(p)
g = initial grouping(p);
while (overloaded receivers(g))




r = most overloaded(g);
c0 = sends most waste(g, r);
(c1, c2) = partition(p, c0);
g = g − c0 + c1 + c2;
return g;
merge(p, g)
while (too many channels used(g))
(c1, c2) = least bad waste(p, g);
c3 = merge(c1, c2);
g = g − c1 − c2 + c3;
return g;
partition(p, c)
c0, c1 = empty channel;
while (!empty(c))
(l, c2) = most reduced waste(p, c, c0, c1);
c = c− l; c2 = c2 + l; //c2 is either c0 or c1
return (c0, c1);
Figure 11: Split/Merge Greedy Heuristic Algorithm
found within the specified time limit, the algorithm is stopped and the receiver preference
requirements are relaxed in an application specific manner, then the algorithm is run on this
new problem. This allows the algorithm to adapt to low resource conditions or aggressive
receiver preferences. On the other hand, receiver preference requirements can be changed
in an application specific manner to fully utilize available network resources.
Second, there are several ways to generate an initial group arrangement. However it is
better to start from the previously feasible group arrangement than a randomly generated
group arrangement and improve it to satisfy the new receiver preference. By using the
previous feasible group arrangement, new group arrangement can be derived from modifying
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the previous feasible group arrangement gradually. So the algorithm is more likely to find
the new feasible group arrangement more quickly than if it started from a random initial
group arrangement. This also has the added benefit of reducing the amount of costly
multicast join and leave operations. In this sense, our algorithm is incremental.
4.3.2 Two Phases of A Single Adjustment Step: Splitting and Merging
First, we explain some terminology that is used:
• waste is the unwanted data received by a receiver;
• bad-waste is the waste that exceeds a receiver’s bandwidth capacity. It is the amount
of data received minus receiver’s bandwidth capacity if a receiver receives more data
than its bandwidth capacity; otherwise is 0.
• distance between connection L1 [ri, sj ] and connection L2 [rx, sy] is called D(L1, L2);
[ri, sj ] is a connection if ri is interested in sj . Distance between two connections ( or
sources or receivers) describes the similarity between two connections/sources/receivers.
D(L1, L2) = w1 ×D(ri, rx) + w2 ×D(sj , sy)








sources(ri) represents the set of sources that are preferred by ri; similarly, D(sj , sy)
can be defined.







receivers(sj) represents the set of receivers that are interested in sj . If the overlap
between two sets is empty, the size of the overlap set is set to be 1.
When any receiver is overloaded, we use the split operation. First, the most overloaded
receiver is chosen. Then, the channel that brings the most waste to the overloaded receiver
is chosen. This chosen channel is split into two sub channels in the way that reduces the
most bad-waste. For a channel with x receivers and y sources, there are 2x+y ways of
splitting it into two sub channels. This is computationally too expensive and unnecessary.
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In our algorithm, splitting a channel into two subchannels to reduce receivers waste
is done by partitioning the connections [ri, sj ] in the channel into two groups. Partition
here means that the partitioned entities will appear in only one group, not both. The six
solid lines in Fig 12(a), representing six connections , are partitioned into two groups in
Fig 12(b). From (a) to (b), dashed lines, representing the waste data received, are reduced
by two. We want to reduce the most waste data for receivers when splitting a channel.
The code for connection partition is shown in Fig 11. By splitting the connections in a
channel, we are not biased in favor of either receivers or sources. This frees us from doing
just receiver partitions where a receiver can only appear in one channel or source partitions
where a source can appear only in one channel [110]. In our approach receivers and sources
will appear in any number of channels as long as it reduces more receivers bad waste. The
splitting operation is repeated until no receiver is receiving bad waste anymore. However,
it is possible that we may be using more than k channels.
When more than k channels are used, we will use the merge operation to combine two
channels into one. Merging c1 and c2 in figure 12(b), we can get c1 in Fig 12 (a). After
the merge, the server needs to send out only three source objects, instead of five. However,
receivers r2 and r3 now receive more waste. In general, merging two channels will cause
receivers to receive more waste and the server to send less data. The increased bad-waste
(or waste) at receiver side after merging two channels into one is calculated for each pair of
channels. We choose the pair of channels increases the least bad-waste (or waste if bad-waste
ties) at receiver side. The merge operation is repeated until only k channels are left.
s1 s2                  s3





1 2 3 4
5
6
 s1 s3  s2  s3




Figure 12: Connections Partition
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4.3.3 Computation Complexity
When splitting a channel with m receivers, n sources and c connections, c is bounded by
m × n, into two subchannels, all c connections in the original channels will be moved to
either of the two new subchannels one by one. The overhead of moving one connection is
the overhead of calculating the reduced bad waste of moving one connection to the new
subchannels for each remaining connection in the original channel. So the complexity of
splitting one channel into two is O(c2). When merging x channels into x− 1 channels, we
need to choose the two channels that reduce the most bad waste (or waste) from the x
channels. The overhead of choosing two channels from the x channels is x2.
If x is the max number of channels used when no receiver is overloaded, the computation
complexity of one loop O(x3 + xc2). The number of loop iterations is bounded by an input
parameter, which is used to reduce running time to reasonable limits for a server.
4.4 Evaluation
We conduct some simulation experiments and show that our greedy grouping is better than
some other existing grouping algorithm.
4.4.1 Generating Preference matrix
We generate preference matrices with a simulated multiplayer game. We use a model similar
to that used in [121]. The virtual world of the multiplayer game is a rectangular battlefield.
There are two separate sets of entities in the battlefield: receivers and sources.
To make our algorithm comparable with cell-based algorithm, vision domain circles
around receivers are used for calculating preference matrices. To simulate diverse receivers’
preferences and sources’ popularity, we assign random brightness to each source and assign
random vision domain size to each receiver. We define receivers’ preferences as follows: if
the distance between a source and a receiver is less than the receiver’s vision domain size
multiplied by the brightness of the source, then this source is in this receiver’ preference
set.
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By configuring sources with different brightness and receivers with different vision do-





      s0  s1
r0    1    1
r1    0    1
(a)Diverse receivers and sources (b) preference matrix
Figure 13: Diverse Receivers and Sources
In Fig 13 (a), brighter source s1 can be seen by a receiver if it is within its bigger circle,
less bright source s0 can be seen if within its smaller circle. Its corresponding preference
matrix is Fig 13 (b).
Receiver and sources move around the virtual world at varying velocities. During a
period of time, we can get a sequence of preference matrices, each of which is created by
collecting all receivers’ preferences at a given moment. This sequence of matrices can be
used as the input for different grouping algorithms.
We also simulate network resource conditions. We set values for the number of available
multicast channels, receiver incoming bandwidth, and server outgoing bandwidth. We vary
these values to see performance of grouping algorithms under different resource conditions.
Finally, we want to bound the running time of our algorithm because of the possibility of
not finding a group arrangement. In our experiment, we choose to reduce the game quality
by ten percent if no group arrangement can be found within the time bound. Reducing
game quality by ten percent means ten percent less data are used for updating the same
object, so ten percent less network bandwidth is needed. We will keep reducing ten percent
of the game quality until a group arrangement is found. The game quality supported by
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Figure 14: Comparison with Cell-based Grouping
needed and no gradually decreasing game quality is needed. The final game quality is used
to compare the effectiveness of different grouping algorithm.
4.4.2 Comparison With Cell-based Algorithm
In cell-based algorithm, the battlefield is evenly divided into k rectangle cells, each of
which is associated with a multicast channel. The receivers listen to the multicast channels
associated with the cells that overlap with their vision domain.
For each sequence of preference matrices, we compare the game quality supported by
different algorithms. This simulation has 100 receivers and 100 sources. 30 receivers have
vision circle radius of 40, bandwidth capacity of 15; 30 receivers have vision circle radius of
60 and bandwidth capacity of 25; 40 receivers have vision circle radius of 80 and bandwidth
capacity of 35. Fig 14 shows our algorithm supports higher game quality than cell-based
algorithm.
Second we show the trend of game quality when resource conditions change. Fig 15
shows the different game qualities supported when 4, 9, 16, 25 multicast channels used. 50p
means 50 receivers; 60v means vision domain size of 60; 4c means available channels are

























Figure 15: Comparison with Cell-based Grouping
Too few channels can provide only very low game quality; but too many channels are not
necessary either.
With cell-based algorithm the receivers simply receive data from all the cells that overlap
with their vision domains. When grouping, it does not consider individual client’ specific
preference and bandwidth constrain. How much data a receiver can get depends only on
the location of the receiver in the battlefield and not on its actual bandwidth. So receivers
can receive large amount of waste data and the overall game quality is degraded. When
same number of multicast channels are used, our greedy algorithm is always able to support
higher game quality. This suggests our algorithm provides higher game quality under same
level of network resource conditions. We see a similar trend when we run the experiment
under several other resource configurations.
4.4.3 Joins and Leaves During Regrouping
When receivers’ preferences change, group arrangement changes. Since joins and leaves
of members can introduce overhead to the maintenance of a multicast channels, a better
grouping algorithm should incur less joins and leaves during regrouping.
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Figure 16: Comparison with Cell-based Grouping
same resource conditions and same sequence of preference matrices, since our grouping is
incremental. The result for leaves is similar.
4.4.4 Connection Similarity Vs. Receiver(source) Similarity
Receiver(source)-based clustering is proposed in [110]. Because [110] intends to reduce
the overall traffic received by all receivers rather than finding a feasible group arrangement
that satisfies given resource conditions, it is hard to compare its performance with that of
ours. But it would be interesting to make a comparison between the two by having a closer
look into their underlying methodologies.
We focus on the task of channel splitting, which is common in both algorithm. In
Figure 11, this task is carried by the code segment partition, which make use of the
similarity among connections. In [110], it is done by clustering receivers(sources) based
on the similarity among receivers(sources). It has been shown in [110] that receiver-based
clustering is suitable for multiplayer gaming and source-based clustering is suitable for
stock quote streaming. However, it is possible that an application does not have a constant
preference pattern.






















comparison of client and server b/w bwtween GR and greedy grouping
server b/w under GR
server b/w under greedy
average client b/w under GR
average client b/w under greedy
Figure 17: Using Connection Similarity(greedy) Vs. Using Receiver Similarity(GR)
the k-means clustering package in MATLAB to split a channel based on receiver-similarity
and compare the result with that of our algorithm. We examine three cases. In first case, all
sources have same brightness and all receivers have same vision domain size and bandwidth
capacity. As shown in Fig 17, two algorithm result in similar amount of traffic at receivers
and server. In second case, all sources have same brightness but there is large variation
in receivers’ vision domain size and bandwidth capacity. As shown in Fig 18, the two
algorithms result in similar amount of incoming traffic at the receivers but less outgoing
traffic at the server. In the last case, there are large variance in sources’ brightness and
receivers’ vision domain size and bandwidth capacity. As shown in Fig 19, our algorithm
results in less receiver incoming traffic and less server outgoing traffic.
4.5 Summary
We have presented an incremental and adaptive heuristic-based algorithm that can group
sources and receivers in a way that it handles limited network resources. We have shown
through experiments that our algorithm can produce better results than several algorithms
that have been developed in the past for update dissemination.
























comparison of client and server b/w bwtween GR and greedy grouping
server b/w under GR
server b/w under greedy
average client b/w under GR
average client b/w under greedy
Figure 18: Using Connection Similarity(greedy) Vs. Using Receiver Similarity(GR)
Figure 19: Using Connection Similarity(greedy) Vs. Using Receiver Similarity(GR)
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bad-waste from overloaded receivers to the receivers that are not overloaded, thereby it bet-
ter preserves the bandwidth of low-end users. Also, since a new feasible group arrangement
is incrementally derived from a previous feasible one, number of joins and leaves of multi-
cast channels is reduced. In addition, our algorithm allows both receivers and sources to
subscribe to multiple channels and therefore are suitable for a wide range of applications.
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CHAPTER V
UPDATE DISSEMINATION WITH OVERLAY
NETWORK
Peer-to-peer networks and mobile ad hoc networks are emerging distributed networks that
share several similarities. Fundamental among these similarities is the decentralized role of
each participating node to route messages on behalf of other nodes, and thereby, collectively
realizing communication between any pair of nodes. Messages are routed on a topology
graph that is determined by the peer relationship between nodes. Although routing is
fairly straightforward when the topology graph is static, dynamic variations in the peer
relationship that often occur in peer-to-peer and mobile ad hoc networks present challenges
to routing.
5.1 Introduction
Group communication requires efficient delivery of the same content to multiple recipients.
Due to the difficulty in deploying IP multicast at the Internet scale, the use of overlay
networks has been proposed as an alternative solution to support group communication (e.g.,
[31, 18, 81, 71]). In an overlay network, overlay nodes cooperate with each other to forward
data on behalf of any pair of communicating nodes in the application; each node not only
generates and sinks but also forwards traffic. Although in many proposals overlay networks
are constructed over volunteering end-systems, researchers have recently paid increasing
attention to infrastructural overlay networks [83, 101] composed of hundreds of dedicated
nodes. These dedicated nodes are typically deployed by Overlay Service Providers(OSPs),
either at the edge or in the core of the Internet, to provide generic support to a variety of
applications [70], including those based on group models such as collaborative environments,
distributed computation, online conference and messaging, and massive multiplayer games.
Sharing the same pool of dedicated overlay nodes, each application can construct its own
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overlay network and tailor it for its own purpose. Positioned between the underlying IP
networks and the application running on top, the overlay network can be configured with
monitored application-level communication characteristics in mind and be optimized based
on application specific performance metrics. One important configurable component of an
overlay network is its topology. Although some overlay networks use completely meshed
topology (e.g., [12]), a degree bound is often necessary and favorable for large scale overlay
networks due to various concerns in scalability [70].
In this chapter, we study how the heterogeneity in users’ preferences to data affects the
configuration of an overlay network, particular, the choice of its overlay topology, in group
based applications. In many of these group based applications, users’ preferences to data
could be very diverse: the application data could belong to many topics and each user could
be interested in one or many topics; every user interested in a topic is both a generator and
a receiver of the data on that topic. When the application has many topics of data and each
node has heterogeneous preference for those topics, due to the cooperative nature of overlay,
some nodes may be forwarding data they do not prefer, termed waste in this chapter, for
other nodes and this incurs more overlay traffic. This is shown in an intentionally simplified
example as follows.
There are four overlay nodes(A, B, C and D) and four topics (W, X, Y and Z) in the
example. Figure 20 (a) shows the network distance between every pair of nodes and each
node’s preference of topics.1 Assuming a degree bound of 2, Figure 20 (b) and (c) show
two example overlay topologies, and (d) and (e) show the flow of data over the two topolo-
gies, respectively, assuming shortest path routing in the overlay level. Topology I sets up
overlay links only between nodes with overlapping preferences of topics. It incurs no waste.
Topology II sets up an overlay link between nodes A and D (similarly, between B and C)
although they have totally different preferences. The short network distance between A and
D allows for shorter overlay paths, at the price of increased waste at D. Table 6 compares
1In practice, subscription happens between end users and the topics. However, when end users register
their preferences at their dedicated entrance overlay nodes, the subscription turns into a relationship between
the overlay nodes and the topics. To simplify the treatment, here and in the rest of the paper we ignore the
presence of end users and focus on the overlay nodes. This does not affect the essential complexity of the
problem and the approach we use.
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the overall latency and overall waste incurred in the two different topologies, assuming each




(e)Data Path for Topology II







































































































































Figure 20: Example of Different Overlay Topologies and Different Data Path
Topology I Topology II
overlay latency between A and B 3 2
overlay latency between A and C 1 1
overlay latency between B and D 1 1
overlay latency between C and D 3 2
overall latency 16 12
overall waste 0 4
Table 6: Different Latency and Waste for Different Overlay Topologies
End-to-end latency is an important concern in overlay design and researchers have shown
that the latency can be reduced by considering network proximity when building overlay
topologies [105, 89]. However, we argue that the waste is also an important concern because
it directly affects the total amount of traffic incurred in the overlay network, which includes
the amount of waste (topology-dependent) and the amount of data actually preferred by the
nodes (topology-independent). The control of the amount of traffic is especially important
in an infrastructural overlay network where overlay resources (e.g., bandwidth) are shared
among many applications and a fee may be charged based on the consumption of the
resources. Ideally, an overlay topology should minimize both the latency and the waste. The
previous example shows the conflict between the latency property and the waste property of
overlay topologies — when the degree of an overlay topology is bounded, the overlay nodes
are in a dilemma whether to establish overlay links to nodes in vicinity (which helps to
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reduce latency) or to those with similar preference of topics (which helps to reduce waste).
In this paper we study overlay construction methods that allow the applications to build
overlay topologies with both the end-to-end latency and the amount of waste data in mind.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no solutions taking into account both the topology
awareness and the content awareness in the overlay network construction. We present an
approach that uses multi-attribute clustering of overlay nodes to facilitate the construction
of overlay topologies. The approach considers both nodes’ preferences and their network
locations during the multi-attribute clustering to make tradeoffs between the end-to-end
latency and the amount of waste data in the resulting overlays. The approach is tunable,
allowing the applications to pursue different tradeoff points as they desire.
5.2 Problem Formalization
In this section, we introduce the notations, state our assumptions and formally define the
problem of overlay topology construction in the presence of heterogeneous user preferences.
First, we assume that the application data has been categorized into a set of topics,
denoted with a vector T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm}. We also assume there are n nodes in the system
and denote them as a vector U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}. Each node could be interested in one
or more topics. We represent the preferences relationship between topics and nodes with a
n ×m preference matrix P . Each element in the matrix, Pij , takes a binary value 0 or 1:
Pij equals 1 if node ui is interested in topic tj and therefore might not only generate data
on topic tj but also want to receive data on topic tj ; and Pi equals 0 otherwise. Again, for
simplicity of discussion, we assume that each node generates comparable amount of data
on each topic that need to be delivered to every other nodes.
We use a distance matrix D to denote the routing latency between every pair of nodes
through the native Internet substrate, where Dij is the routing latency from node ui to node
uj through the native network. Note that Dij does not depend on whether there is overlay
link between node i and j or not. We assume D is symmetric, i.e., Dij = Dji.
To deliver data from senders to receivers, an overlay network connecting all nodes needs
to be built and an overlay topology needs to be chosen. The overlay topology is described
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using a graph G = (U, E), where U is the set of nodes and E is the set of overlay links
between nodes. There are 2n(n−1)/2 possible overlay topologies, but practically we are
interested in only the connected and degree-bounded ones and denote the degree bounds
with a vector F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} where fi is the maximum number of overlay links node
ui can maintain. Even with these constraints, there are still a large number of candidate
overlay topologies. To choose the best from these candidate overlay topologies, we consider
two metrics, namely, the overall latency of an overlay topology, and its overall waste.
Overall Latency If there is an overlay link between ui and uj , the length of the overlay link
E(ui, uj) equals Dij . Once the overlay topology is decided, we assume the data is routed in
the overlay network using shortest path routing. Therefore the end-to-end routing latency
(simply latency hereafter) between ui and uj through the overlay network is the sum of
lengths of all overlay links along the shortest path joining ui and uj in the overlay topology.
We use a latency matrix L to denote the latencies between every pair of nodes in overlay
network with topology G. Note that different overlay topologies G result in different latency
matrices L, so the latency matrix is a function of G. The overall latency of an overlay
topology G is the sum of latency of all the data delivered in the overlay network assuming






Lij · Pik · Pjk
The term Lij · Pik · Pjk equals Lij if both node ui and node uj prefer topic tk, and zero
otherwise.
Overall Waste Waste is caused when the data of a topic is routed through nodes that do
not prefer it. The overall waste of an overlay topology G is the total amount of waste data








Pik · Pjk · Psk
where Path(ui, uj) is the shortest path joining ui and uj in G. The term Pik · Pjk · Psk
equals 1 if both ui and uj prefer topic tk and meanwhile us is on the path joining them but
does not prefer topic tk; the term is zero otherwise.
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An application can define a parameter λ to reflect its emphasis on the latency and the
waste. The more an application emphasizes waste, the larger is λ; the more an application
emphasizes latency, the smaller is λ. This results in a combined objective function f that
is the weighted summation of the overall latency and the overall waste:2
f(G, λ) = λ · waste(G) + (1− λ) · latency(G) (8)
Our goal is: given λ, find the overlay topology G that can minimize the objective function
f(G, λ) shown in Eq. 8. When there is only one topic and all nodes prefer the single
topic, the above problem is reduced to the problem of finding the overlay topology that
minimizes the overall latency, which has already been shown to be an NP-hard problem
in the literature [48] [111]. In section 5.3, we propose heuristic methods of constructing
overlay topologies that can achieve the desired tradeoffs between the overlay latency and
the overall waste of the overlay network.
5.3 Constructing Preference-Aware Overlay Topologies
Essentially, the process of constructing an overlay topology is the process of choosing overlay
neighbors for each node. During this process, both latency and waste must be considered.
The latency of delivering data from a sender to a receiver is affected by the extent of the
overlay topology being aligned with the underlying native network topology. It has been
found that overlay topologies built with proximity of nodes in mind can significantly reduce
the latency of the overlay network [105]. In principle, the extensive use of “long” overlay
links should be avoided so that the data will not be routed back and forth many times
between remote regions. Intuitively, if each node sets up overlay links only to nodes that
are close in term of network distance, the paths will potentially be shorter but will include
more nodes that have different preference; the resulting overlay topology will potentially
have lower overall latency but a larger amount of waste.
On the other hand, the waste received by a node is caused by including this node in
the paths for delivering data outside of this node’s preference. Intuitively, the overlay links
2Latency and waste have different units. So the choice of λ is usually based on the normalize values (e.g.,
in range [0, 1]) of the latency and waste.
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between nodes with different preferences could potentially increase the probability of the
nodes being in paths that relay waste data from a node’s perspective. If each node sets
up overlay links only to other nodes that have similar preferences, the shortest paths will
potentially be longer but will also contain less nodes that have different preferences; the
resulting overlay topology will potentially have a smaller amount of waste but higher overall
latency.
Because of the degree bound constraints, each node must wisely choose its limited
number of neighbors and make a balance between network distance and preference. In
addition, a node cannot simply choose its neighbors totally independent from other nodes’
choices because the shortest paths in the resulting overlay topology should be computed
from all the nodes’ choices as a whole; it is this combined set of choices that makes the
problem of overlay topology construction hard to solve.
Instead of attempting to construct the overlay topology in one step and deal with all
the complexity in that single step at the same time, we propose to decompose the process
of topology construction into two steps. In the first step, we cluster the nodes into clusters
based on both the preferences and the network distance. In the second step, on top of the
clustering resulted from the first step, we construct intra-cluster topologies for each cluster
and inter-cluster topology across the clusters. By doing so, we decompose the complexity
of the monolithic problem into two subproblems. The results from the first step provide a
good guidance to the second step, and heuristically, by doing a good job in step one, the
complexity of step two is significantly decreased.
5.3.1 Multi-Attribute Clustering of Nodes
The goal of node clustering is to reveal the relationship between the nodes, in term of
their network proximity and preference. The process of clustering organizes the nodes
into exclusive clusters in such a way that nodes within the same cluster are “close” to
each other. The effectiveness of clustering heavily depends on the meaningful definition of
closeness between nodes. In our context, the closeness between nodes is determined by two
attributes: the network distance between nodes and the similarity between their preferences
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of data. Heuristically, for a group of nodes, the more similar their preferences are and the
shorter their network distances are, the closer they are.
First, we use the following Euclidean equation to measure the similarity of preferences








Sij captures the preference similarity between two nodes. The smaller Sij is, the more
similar two nodes’ preference are. 0 ≤ Sij ≤ 1.
Next, we define virtual distance that combines the two metrics, similarity of preferences
(Sij) and network distance Dij with a tunable parameter ω. Formally, virtual distance
between node ui and node uj , denoted by Vij , is calculated using the following equation:
3
Vij = ω · Sij + (1− ω) ·Dij (10)
Our clustering algorithm works as follows. First, all n nodes are randomly initialized
into K clusters. Then the algorithm goes through rounds of adjustment to clusters. In
each round of adjustment, for each node ui in cluster Cj , the algorithm moves ui into
cluster Ck if its average virtual distance to the set of nodes in cluster Ck is shorter than to
those in Cj . The clustering algorithm terminates when all the clusters stabilize. As in all
other k-means flavor clustering algorithms, the number of cluster K needs to be estimated
beforehand. A traditional way to solve this problem is to start with an estimated K, and
then tune the value of K to get the best result. The algorithm can be easily adapted to
an incremental one. Instead of starting from a random grouping, clustering can start with
a previously calculated grouping (except for the first time) to improve the efficiency of our
algorithm. Intuitively, if the preferences change gradually, the new grouping should have
much resemblance with the previous one.
3Practically, Dij often needs to be normalized to a value in range [0,1]. There are several different ways
to numerically do it, e.g., by dividing the network distance with the largest network distance between pairs
of nodes.
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5.3.2 Constructing Overlay Topology Based on Clustering of Nodes
The clustering of nodes resulting from the multi-attribute clustering process (Section 5.3.1)
reveals the relationship between the nodes and provides a guideline for overlay topology
construction. In this section, we describe methods of constructing an overlay topology from
the clustering of nodes.
In the clustering, the relationship between two nodes is basically one of the two: they
are either in the same cluster or in two different clusters. Intuitively, the fact that nodes
within the same cluster are close to each other suggests that we should set up more overlay
links between nodes within the same cluster than those in different clusters: 1) for the
purpose of reducing the overall waste of the whole overlay topology, setting up more overlay
links between nodes with similar preferences potentially reduces the probability that data
is routed through nodes that do not prefer it; and 2) for the purpose of reducing the overall
latency of the whole network, setting up more overlay links between nodes with low network
distance potentially reduces the probability that data is routed back and forth between two
far away nodes.
However, it is not feasible for a node to assign all its available overlay links only to nodes
within the same cluster — nodes sharing the same preferences could still possibly be assigned
to different clusters and overlay links across clusters are still necessary to ensure that the
whole overlay is connected and data can reach every node in every cluster if necessary.
Based on the above observation, we propose the following method of constructing overlay
topologies based on a clustering of nodes: nodes assign a portion (e.g., 90 percent) of their
overlay links (subject to degree bound) to connect other nodes within the same clusters;
meanwhile, they reserve a small portion (e.g., 10 percent) of overlay links for connecting
different clusters together into a whole overlay. Thus, the process of overlay topology
construction from a clustering of nodes is conducted in two phases, namely, the construction
of intra-cluster overlay topology in the first phase, and the construction of inter-cluster
overlay topology in the second phase.
Constructing Intra-Group Topology Assuming we reserve Ri overlay links in cluster
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Ci for inter-cluster use
4, we choose Ri nodes in the cluster (in our experiments shown in
Section 5.4, we choose the Ri nodes with the largest degrees) as the border nodes of the
cluster and each of them reserves one degree for inter-cluster topology. All the remaining
degrees in the cluster are fully utilized for the intra-group topology.
One may suggest that the task of constructing the intra-cluster topology has the same
complexity as the task of constructing the topology for the whole overlay. We argue that,
however, since the nodes within each cluster are already close to each other in term of
both their network distance and the similarity between their preference, the choice of inter-
cluster overlay topology does not play as a significant role as for the whole overlay — our
experiments in Section 5.4 shows that a randomly chosen inter-cluster topology (subject to
the connectivity requirement and degree bound) works almost as well as a carefully chosen
one.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code for constructing a random overlay topology that is
connected and subject to degree bound. The algorithm starts from a complete graph and
keeps deleting links until the degree bound is satisfied. The algorithm maintains the graph’s
connectivity at each intermediate step. During the process, each link is in one of the three
states: pending, kept and deleted. Initially, all links in the complete graph are in the state
pending. Then in each step we randomly choose a pending link l adjoining a node that has
not exhausted its available links, and check if the permanent keeping of l (together with the
permanent deleting of the remaining pending links of the node until the node reaches its
degree bound) breaks the connectivity of the graph. If it does, l is permanently kept (and the
remaining pending links of the node are permanently deleted); otherwise, l is permanently
deleted. The algorithm terminates when all links are permanently kept or deleted. This
algorithm guarantee a connected topology that also satisfies degree constraints.
Constructing Inter-Group Topology The construction of the inter-group topology is
similar to that of the intra-cluster topologies and the same algorithm can be used except
4Practically, there are issues in choosing the portion by which the total number of available overlay links
is divided for inter-cluster topology and for intra-cluster topology. In the experiments shown in Section 5.4,
we reserve 10% degree in each cluster for inter-cluster use and get good results. But by no means do we
imply that it is the best choice.
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Algorithm 2 Constructing Random Connected Topology Subject to Degree Bound
G = (V, E), G is a complete graph
Spending ← E
Skept = φ
initialize the degreeremain(v) for each node to be given value
while Spending 6= φ do
randomly select a link l = (vi, vj), l ∈ Spending and (vi or vj has not satisfied its degree
bound)
Spending = Spending \ {l}
Checkpoint:
Skept = Skept ∪ {l}
degreeremain(vi) decreases by 1
degreeremain(vj) decreases by 1
if degreeremain(vi) 6= 0 and degreeremain(vj) 6= 0 then
do nothing
else if degreeremain(vi) == 0 then




roll back to Checkpoint
end if
else




that 1) each cluster is treated as a giant virtual node, 2) after the algorithm terminates,
a link connecting cluster Ci and Cj is actually established between two randomly chosen
border nodes, one from cluster Ci and the other from cluster Cj while all degree constraints
are satisfied.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of overlay topology
constructing algorithm. In these experiments, we observe the quality of the overlay topolo-
gies resulting from our algorithm: if the overlay network is efficient in disseminating data in
term of both the overall latency and the overall waste, it is a proof that multi-attribute clus-
tering is beneficial in overlay topology construction and our methodology is valid. Through
the experiments, we can also evaluate the scalability of our algorithm when the number of
overlay nodes is large. During the discussion, we also address practical issues related to the
usage of our algorithm, e.g., the choosing of the number of clusters in clustering and the
optimal value of ω in Eq.10 for a given value of λ in Eq.8.
5.4.1 Experiment Setup
Our experiments are simulation-based. We use GT-ITM’s transit-stub model [115] to
generate a router-level Internet topology with 1640 router-level nodes and randomly select
a certain number of router-level nodes as the set of overlay nodes. We assign router-level
link delays with random values ranging from 5 to 10ms for intra-transit, 10 to 20ms for
transit-to-stub links and 1 to 3ms for intra-stub links. The network distance between every
pair of nodes is calculated based on router-level link delays assuming shortest-path-routing
in this router-level topology.
We use 400 overlay nodes (except the experiments for scale of overlay networks) and
500 topics in our experiments. Since our algorithm randomly selects overlay links when
constructing overlay topologies, we run the experiment 20 times for each set of parameters
and use the average of the 20 runs to produce the figures.
We experiment on two types of preference matrix P . Preference type I is generated
through simulation of a rectangular field in virtual environment. Each overlay node has a
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(a) (b)Preference Type I Preference Type II
Figure 21: Generation of Preference Type I and II
virtual representation, avatar, in the virtual world and each avatar has a “vision” circle.
The avatars are randomly distributed in the field. The rectangular field is divided into
cells and each cell corresponds to a topic. The relationships between the avatars and the
cells define the preference matrix: an avatar (overlay node) is interested in all cells (topics)
intersecting with its vision circle. Preference type II is generated in a similar way except
that the avatars linger at several dense-population areas in the virtual world instead of
being randomly distributed.5This causes the avatars in the same dense-population area to
share lot of common preferences. An example for the generation of preference type I and
type II is shown in Figure 21.
Since the end-to-end overlay latency is usually not less than the IP layer network distance
between the same pair of nodes, we use the difference between the overlay latency and the
network distance to measure the latency quality of the overlay topologies. Here, we use two
metrics: one is latency penalty, which equals the overlay latency minus the network distance;
the other is latency stretch, which is the ratio of the overlay latency to the network distance
(the same definition is also used in [89]). Both metrics reveal the same trend but they offer
two different representations.
5Note that the distance between avatars in the virtual world has nothing to do with the network distance





















Figure 22: CDF of Latency Penalty When ω = 0
5.4.2 Impact of Clustering on Latency and Waste
In the experiments, we observe how clustering affects the latency and waste in the resulting
overlay topologies. We start from the extreme cases where the value of clustering parameter
ω (in Eq. 10) equals 0 or 1, and then we show the experiment results when ω varies between
0 and 1.
First, we observe how the latency is affected by the clustering. Figure 22 shows how
the latency penalty varies with the number of clusters when ω = 0. It shows that all the
topologies constructed with clustering (into 4 to 64 clusters) have smaller latency penalty
than the random topology, and clustering into 16 clusters has the smallest latency penalty.
This shows that more clusters do not necessarily result in smaller latency penalty.
Figure 23 and Figure 24 show how the waste is affected by the clustering. I and II plot
the waste penalty for preference type I and II respectively when ω = 1. In II, clustering
dramatically reduced the waste penalty compared with that of random topology; while in
I, the waste penalty is only slightly smaller than that of random topology. This reveals
that clustering is most beneficial for waste reduction under heterogeneous preference (like
preference type II). In later discussion, all figures are based on the preference type II.








































































































Figure 27: Latency Affected by Clustering Parameter ω
topology. Figure 25 and Figure 26 show the variation of latency and waste with the number
of clusters respectively when ω = 0.5. Comparing Figure 25 with Figure 22, the latency
penalty is increased when ω is increased from 0 to 0.5; comparing with Figure 26, the waste
penalty is increased when ω is decreased from 1 to 0. Generally, we observe that the larger
the value of ω is, the less the waste and the longer latency the resulting overlay topologies
have, and the vice versa. These trends are shown in Figures 27 and Figure 28 for latency
penalty and waste penalty respectively.
By tuning the value of ω when constructing overlay topologies, the application can make
a tradeoff between latency and waste in the resulting overlay topology. Figure 29 shows the
combined value of overall latency and overall waste when the application specifies λ = 0.5
(as defined in Eq. 8). The overall latency and the overall waste are normalized to be within
range [0, 1] before being combined together. Under this requirement, it shows that the
combined objective function is minimized when ω = 0.7 and the number of clusters is 16.
Practically, when constructing the optimal overlay topology for a given value of λ, the
optimal ω and the number of clusters can be estimated through sampling. The accuracy
of the estimation depends on the number of samples. In our experiments, we find that the







































































Figure 30: Latency Versus Size of Network
more efficient methods of estimation, e.g., sampling with a large granularity first and then
fine-tuning in smaller scope.
5.4.3 Impact of Overlay Network Scale on Latency and Waste
In this section, we want to reveal how our algorithm performs when the scale of the overlay
network becomes large. We increase the scale of the overlay network by including more
underlying IP layer nodes into the set of overlay nodes and compare the performance of the
random topology with three topologies that are built using our algorithm with different ω
and their corresponding optimal number of clusters.
Figure 30 shows the latency stretch variation versus the size of overlay network. When
the clustering parameter ω equals 1, clustering does not consider network proximity at all
so the resulting topology does not have any advantage in term of latency over the random
topology. As the clustering parameter ω decreases, the average latency stretch decreases
and becomes much lower than that of the random topology.
Figure 31 shows that the variation of the average waste penalty versus the size of overlay
network for the same four overlay topologies. When ω = 0, which means the algorithm

















Figure 31: Waste Versus Size of Network
topology. As ω increases towards 1, the average waste penalty is considerably reduced
compared with random topology.
The experiments show that our algorithm performs well in large scale overlay network
and can help to achieve a tradeoff between the latency and the waste.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have studied the problem of constructing preference-aware overlay topol-
ogy for applications that are based on group communication model and have heterogeneous
users’ preferences. We have shown that overlay topologies constructed with only latency
in mind may force users to receive and relay data they do not prefer and cause waste on
users’ networking and computation resources. When choosing the topology for an overlay
network, therefore, a tradeoff between the overall latency and the total amount of waste
data has to be made. For this end, we presented a heuristic algorithm for building overlay
topologies with both the users’ preferences to data and the network proximity in mind. In
our algorithm, instead of building the overlay topology and dealing with all the complexity
in one single step, we decomposed the process into two steps: clustering the nodes first
based on both their network distances and the similarities between their preferences, and
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then adding intra-cluster and inter-cluster overlay links based on the clustering. Our simu-
lation results showed that our algorithm has good performance. They also showed that our
algorithm is tunable to satisfy the need of different applications that desire different level





Middleware systems that support the client-server paradigm have considerably reduced the
complexity of building distributed applications. The remote method invocation (RMI) fa-
cility provided by such systems allows a client application to access remote services using
the familiar procedure call abstraction. Although the client-server paradigm reduces pro-
gramming complexity, several other issues such as locality, scalability and fault-tolerance
remain to be addressed satisfactorily in such systems.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have recently become highly popular. Collectively, such
systems have large amount of resources which grow as demand for the resources grows
because the new nodes that create additional demand also contribute new resources to
the distributed system. Several projects have tried to utilize resources in such systems
to provide services such as file systems(e.g. Farsite [11]). In this chapter, we explore how
generic services, where clients use an RMI facility to access the services, can be implemented
to exploit the resources that are offered by P2P systems. Since we want to retain the benefits
of the RMI facility, we must enhance distributed object middleware to support service access
at peer nodes where the service may be available.
Java RMI is widely used in distributed applications. Its platform independence makes
it attractive for cooperation among heterogeneous peer nodes. It is desirable to extend an
abstraction like Java RMI to peer-to-peer systems so applications can be built in a way
similar to other distributed system.
P2P implementations of RMI present several new challenges. First, unlike dedicated
server nodes, peer nodes may not always be present and can even refuse to provide service.
Second, new service instances must be created dynamically either when new peers join the
system or when existing peers with service instances leave the system. Such dynamic change
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in the peers where the service may be available requires that a peer that is interested in the
service must be able to locate it. Also, when no instances can be found close to the peer,
it is necessary to dynamically create a new instance of the service at the requesting peer.
The problem of finding nodes that provide a service has received considerable attention in
P2P systems [6, 98].
In this chapter, we use the Java RMI framework to explore P2P implementations of
distributed object-based middleware. In particular, we enhance the middleware to locate
and invoke a service that is implemented by a dynamically varying set of peer nodes. If a
peer refuses to provide service or a peer that previously provided the service is no longer in
the system, our framework transparently redirects the remote invocation to another peer
or creates a new service instance based on a policy that can be specified by the system. We
evaluate the effectiveness of this approach using an implementation as well as a simulation
of a large scale P2P system. Our preliminary results show that it is possible to harness the
resources in P2P systems to deal with scalability and fault-tolerance problems even when
a small fraction of peer nodes run instances of a service.
6.2 GT-P2PRMI: An Extension of Java RMI Framework
In this section, we describe the interfaces and implementation of GT-P2PRMI, which is an
extension of the Java RMI framework. Compared to the traditional Java RMI, GT-P2PRMI
implements several new functions to support a dynamic peer-to-peer environment:
• On-Demand Service Replication: At the time a node invokes an object, GT-
P2PRMI allows the node to instantiate a replicated service instance locally to provide
closer service not only to itself but also to clients in its vicinity. If good replication
policies are adopted to control the instantiation of service replicas, GT-P2PRMI can
help achieve application-level performance objectives such as better load balancing
and shorter response time for RMI invocations.
• Transparent Server Selection: When a client makes an RMI invocation, GT-
P2PRMI selects the server that might provide the better response latency (e.g., the
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one with lightest load and shortest round-trip time), and transparently directs the
RMI invocation to the service instance at such a server node.
• Transparent Failure Handling: In GT-P2PRMI, when an RMI invocation returns
exceptions (e.g., the peer running the service is overloaded and refuses to accept new
requests, or the service has been terminated at this ), GT-P2PRMI will retry on
other peers until it finds one that can process the RMI request. From the clients’
perspective, the probability of service failure is much lower since it sees an exception
only if all the peers that provide the service fail or refuse to accept the request.
• Seamless Backward Compatibility: GT-P2PRMI is an extension of traditional
Java RMI and it provides all its functionality. Server and client programs that are
aware of GT-P2PRMI can fully exploit its power while those that choose not to be
aware of it can treat it like traditional RMI environment.
6.2.1 User Interface of GT-P2PRMI
For backward compatibility, GT-P2PRMI extends but does not change the traditional Java
RMI interface so that client and server programs written for Java RMI can also run within
the GT-P2PRMI framework without any change.
In the peer-to-peer environment, the client machines are actually servants: they request
services from other peers that provide services, and can also potentially replicate some
services and provide them to others. To take advantage of the new framework, instead
of running rmiregistry of Java RMI, each servant node runs p2prmiregistry, which is an
extension of the traditional rmiregistry with the additional ability to publish and look up
replicated service instances in the peer-to-peer system. The client and server programs do
not need be changed to take advantage of the new framework except that they now consult
the local p2prmiregistry. Last, the replication policies are stored in a policy file. The client
program retrieves the file name together with other system properties from the command
line when it starts.
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6.2.2 Implementation of GT-P2PRMI
As mentioned earlier, in the design of GT-P2PRMI, we tried to maintain the same server
and client programming interface. Therefore, the major new functions of GT-P2PRMI are
implemented by substantial enhancement of the rmiregistry daemon and an addition of a
delegate at the client side.
6.2.2.1 P2PRMIRegistry: An Extension of RMIRegistry
First, the p2prmiregistry is used to form an overlay network for all peer nodes that start
p2prmiregistry for a certain kind of service. This is achieved by having the p2prmiregistry
running on each peer node to setup and maintain connections with each other. The neighbor
to connect with depends on the underlying overlay network structure.
Second, the p2prmiregistry is also responsible for publishing and finding available ser-
vices on the peer network. The peers collectively maintain a global directory of all services
provided by all nodes in the peer network. The p2prmiregistry uses two functions, publish()
and search(), as the common interface to operate on the global service directory; the former
function advertises a service to the peer network and the latter locates a list of nodes that
provide this service. The implementation of publish() and search() depends on the structure
of the underlying overlay network. GT-P2PRMI provides three different implementations
for search() and publish() that allow various types of searching and publishing methods to
be used. The first one is for a central directory based peer network (e.g, as in Napster) where
the global service directory is maintained at a well-known central location. The second one
is for structured peer network, where the global service directory is maintained by all the
peers using Chord’s distributed hash table (DHT) scheme [98]. The third one is for an
unstructured peer network, organized like Gnutella [6] does. In this implementation, each
node maintains a directory of its own services while the searching messages are forwarded
to neighbors with controlled flooding.
The p2prmiregistry provides functions p2pbind() and p2plookup() to facilitate the im-
plementation of the Naming class used by server and client programs.1 The following is a
1For backward compatibility, the p2prmiregistry also implements the bind() and lookup() functions of
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brief description of these functions.
1. p2pbind(service-name, service-object): When a server program calls Naming.bind(),
the Naming class invokes the p2pbind() function to register the service. After the nor-
mal processing associated with standard bind(), the p2pbind() function also publishes
the newly available service instance to the peer network by calling publish(). (The
same thing is done for rebind()).
2. p2plookup(service-name): When a client program calls Naming.lookup(), the Nam-
ing class invokes the p2plookup() function on the p2prmiregistry to locate the service.
The p2plookup() function will search the peer network using search() and return a list
of peer nodes that provide the requested service.
6.2.2.2 Service Invocation Wrapping
The lookup() function in the Naming class is implemented as follows. When the client calls
Naming.lookup() to locate a service, it invokes the p2plookup() function on the p2prmiregistry
to retrieve a list of nodes providing the service. It then selects one node from the list and
invokes the lookup() function on the p2prmiregistry running on the selected node to retrieve
the stub object of the service. The Naming class constructs the p2pdelegate object based
on the stub object and returns the p2pdelegate object to the calling client. Currently, when
selecting a node from the list, we use ping message to test response time of peers that
provide the service and choose the one with minimum response time. More complex server
selection schemes [45, 91] can be adopted into GT-P2PRMI.
The p2pdelegate object is designed as a wrapper of the normal stub object and has the
same interface as the stub object. When invoked by the client, it will invoke the service
on the selected server using the normal stub object and retry other servers when there is a
failure. Details of service invocation, including failure handling, are shown in Figure 32.
This figure shows that peer node B has started the service, node A is just starting
the service and node C is requesting service first from node B. The invocation execution
































Figure 32: Illustration of Remote Invocation in GT-P2PRMI
steps for node C are as follows: 1. client sends invoke() request; 2. invoke() is sent to
peer node B; 3. invocation failed at B; 4. C sends request to its p2prmiregistry to search
for available peers that provide service with name ”sname”; 5. p2prmiregistry searches
through the P2P overlay network; 6. C receives list of service providing peers; 7. list
of service providing peers is returned to p2pdelegate; 8. p2pdelegate selects peer A and
downloads the stub from node it to replace the old one; 9. invocation request is sent to
node A; 10. C receives result from node A. The p2pdelegate object is constructed with
additional code for service replication. At each invocation, the p2pdelegate object makes
a decision about whether to replicate the service locally and share it with other peers.
This decision is made at runtime by consulting the policy file. If it decides to replicate the
service, then it downloads the related objects (including skeleton and stub) from a peer that
currently provides the service and then instantiates the service locally. Object caching and
consistency maintenance schemes described in [62, 61] are used to ensure that consistency
among the various replicated instances is maintained.
By allowing more peer nodes to contribute their resources by providing a service via
dynamic replication, service response time can be reduced if service instances are created at
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appropriate locations. Our framework supports different replication policies and the peers
can define their own policies. The replication decision is made at each peer locally and is
not coordinated by a central node. For example, the replication policy encouraging fair
contribution of resources by all peers could be: a peer node replicates a service with the
probability of r1/d, where r is a value between 0 and 1 set by peer, d is a normalized value
of the distance from the peer node to the nearest node that runs an instance of the same
service. This policy limits too many instances in the same neighborhood of peers and the
number of instances can be controlled by setting r to an appropriate value. Other more
complex replication algorithms, e.g., AURA, can also be used through more complicated
implementation.
6.3 Performance Studies
We have built a prototype of the P2PRMI framework. We used this prototype to measure
the time spent in searching, replicating, and local and remote invocation within this frame-
work. We simulated a larger scale system that models service replication and sharing among
peer nodes with our distributed replication policy. The simulation shows how invocation
response time varies as we change replication parameters.
6.3.1 Experimental Evaluation in Small Scale Environment
We measured the invocation time of standard Java RMI within a LAN environment. The
invocation time increases with number of clients that concurrently send requests. This
increase is linear initially since the clients’ requests are waiting in a queue to be served. As
the number of clients increases beyond a number, the degradation in response time will be
more significant.
We also used 10 machines from University of Utah and Georgia Tech to run our GT-
P2PRMI with Chord DHT implemented for locating service instances. Only one type of
service was run in the system. All the machines that start the service send their advertise-
ments to machine A whose hash value of its IP address is closest to the hash value of the
service name. The average time spent on finding the a service instance from machine A is
42ms when all the nodes on the searching path are in the same LAN of GaTech and 210ms
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when there is one hop from Utah to GaTech. The average number of hops is 3.5. After
finding the node with the service instance, the invocation time is 2.07ms if the found service
provider is in the same LAN, and 49.1ms if the found service provider is at Utah (client is
at GaTech). Also, the time spent on replicating the service from a node at the same LAN
is about 20ms, and is about 110ms when from a remote node that is at Utah (client is at
GaTech).
6.3.2 Simulation of Large Scale Internet Environment
We use GT-ITM [114] to generate a topology of a larger scale network with 1640 IP level
nodes. We randomly choose 110 end nodes from the stub domains. We also use the end-
to-end latency between any two nodes of the 110 nodes under the generated topology with
GT-ITM. To simplify the simulation, we randomly choose one node as a central naming
server for finding service instances. All requests for locating service instances are sent to
the naming server. All advertisements for replicating a service are also sent to the naming
servers. One node is randomly chosen as the first node that is providing the service.
All nodes start to generate service requests with exponential distribution with parame-
ters λ. This means the interval of previous request returning and generation of next request
follows the exponential distribution. After locating potential service providers, the peer
node that generates the request can also decide if it wants to replicate and share this ser-
vice with a probability of r1/d. d is the distance to the nearest peer that runs an instance
of the service. The invocation time is the sum of lookup time (if the invoking peer wants to
search for better service provider), round-trip time to peer that executes the invocation and
the queuing time at the server. In Figure 34, x and y axis represent the same parameters
as Figure 33. We can see that the rate of searching for a better service instance can also
impact the invocation time. When the rate is one search every 20 invocation, the average
latency is the best; when the rate is one search every 200 invocations or one search every
5 invocations, both cases experience a larger latency for completing an invocation. In Fig-
ure 33, the x axis is the probability that specifies when each node will choose to replicate
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Figure 34: Invocation Latency Affected by Lookup Frequency
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average invocation latency over all of the 110 peer nodes. As the probability of replicating a
service is increased to 0.01, the average invocation latency is decreased dramatically. In our
simulation, each peer runs the service for 200∗1/λ ms before shutdown since we assume that
service provided by a peer node can be terminated at any time. Thus, when the replication
probability is 0.01, the average number of service instances increases to 10 among the 110
nodes, and it increases to 16 when replication probability is 0.02. Figure 34 also shows that
as the λ increase, the invocation latency is also increased since more service request are
generated at each node.
6.4 Summary
We have explored implementation of distributed object-based middleware in peer-to-peer
environments. In such systems, peer nodes can create new replicated instances of a service
as the size of the system grows. A peer can either access a service instance in its vicinity or
can create a local instance when a instance that is close does not exist. We extended the
Java RMI framework to explore these ideas by building a prototype. Our experimental and
simulation results show the need for such a design and the benefits that are offered by it.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As computing devices become pervasive and better connected, the scalability requirements
for Internet-based services are also increasing. Distributed object middleware has been
widely used to develop such applications since it made it easier to rapidly develop dis-
tributed applications for heterogeneous computing and communication systems. However,
the quality of service experienced by users could deteriorate when the demands for the
service increase while the service capacity does not adapt accordingly. We developed the
distributed object middleware that can dynamically find and utilize distributed resources
available at all the participating users; therefore, the service response time experienced by
each user is not affected by the heterogeneous distribution of users and their demands.
7.1 Contributions
We explored a number of research issues to validate our thesis that non-dedicated resources
in a distributed system can be utilized to replicate shared objects dynamically so that the
quality and scalability of a distributed service can be achieved with lower cost by replicating
the objects at right places and by disseminating updates to those shared objects efficiently
and quickly. The following are the contributions of our work that has been done to validate
the thesis.
• P2P Replication We have developed a new fair and self-managing replication al-
gorithm that allows distributed non-dedicated resources to be used to improve service
performance with lower cost. It has the following desirable characteristics:
– Stable Replica Fraction: The algorithm can maintain the number replicas in a
stable replica fraction range.
– Autonomous Decision Making: There is no central server to make replication
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decision for any peer nodes. Each peer node makes the decision about whether
it should create a replica based only on its locally maintained information.
– Fair Resource Contribution: Each peer node replicates a service for a similar
amount of time.
– Low Response Time: The service response time is low because replicas are created
at right places.
• Efficient Overlay Network Generation and Multicast Communication We
developed multicast grouping algorithm and overlay construction algorithms for dis-
seminating updates among a set of replicating nodes. Both algorithms aim at reducing
the network bandwidth usage and minimize the latency of disseminating data among
the set of interested receivers, especially users with heterogeneous interests. A mul-
ticast grouping algorithm was developed to disseminate updates to the shared
objects among a large set of heterogeneous peer nodes to keep consistent view for all
peer nodes. The algorithm groups nodes with similar interests into same group and
multicasts all the required data to the group so that the unwanted data received by
each node can be minimized. An overlay construction algorithm reduces both
network latency and total network traffic when delivering data through the built
overlay network. The multi-attribute clustering algorithm can be tuned to adapt to
application user’s desired tradeoff between network latency and traffic (which implies
the amount of money charged).
• GT-P2PRMI We implemented a distributed object framework, GT-RMI, that allows
a host machine to instantiate a replicated service instance locally to provide closer
service not only to itself but also to clients in its vicinity. It also allows peer nodes to
invoke dynamically replicated objects transparently. The user only needs to specify
the desired service, the requests will be directed to selected replicas. If the invocation
fails, it will be redirected to other available service provider. Any peer node can
replicate the object and advertise it to the public. The framework can be configured
for a particular peer node through a policy file. GT-P2PRMI is an extension of
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traditional Java RMI and it provides all its functionality. Server and client programs
that are aware of GT-P2PRMI can fully exploit its power while those that choose not
to be aware of it can treat it like traditional RMI environment.
7.2 Future Work
Several research issues still need to be explored to realize a fully distributed middleware
framework that can adapt to a heterogeneous request pattern and resource availability
peer-to-peer environment. We will briefly discuss some of the more interesting problems.
• Economical Model of Resource Contribution Currently, we assume that peer
nodes are not selfish and they faithfully execute the specified protocols to contribute
their resources to the system. However, in a peer-to-peer environment where there is
no central control and a selfish peer node may want to maximize its own benefit. The
actions of each peer node should be motivated by incentives for contributing resources
for others. The amount of resources each peer node contributes should be decided
by the amount of services it can get. Thus, one possible extension to our replication
scheme is we can introduce the notion of currency which can be used to buy and sell
the resources. How best to manage such currency for replication of generic service
presents a number of challenges that remain to be addressed.
• Distributed Decision Making in Updates Dissemination Currently, we need
to collect the information, i.e., each node’s preference, into a central location and
make the grouping decision with the complete knowledge. Although a decision with
global knowledge is more accurate, it is also more costly. One alternative is to have
peer nodes exchange information with nearby peer nodes and make decision based
on the partial information collected from local area. This approach may be able to
incur much lower overhead with some sacrifice of performance. Such decentralized
algorithms need to be explored in the future.
• More Comprehensive Simulation Model Our simulations do not consider net-
work layer detail, such as congestion, failure on the transmission path, variation of
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routing time between a pair of nodes. They do not take into account the effect of
background competing traffic either. Therefore, we can not model the actual latency
and bandwidth of the network. Future work should address these limitations by con-
structing a more comprehensive simulator with the capability of simulating the actual
network traffic. Similarly, additional experimental results are needed for validating
such simulation results.
• Extension to GT-P2PRMI In the future, we would like to explore several issues
related to our GT-P2PRMI. We would explore how peer-to-peer protocols can be
developed to maintain consistency of replicated instances of a service when the service
state is updated by invocations. We will also explore security and trust issues to deal
with potentially uncooperative and malicious peer nodes. Finally, we will do detailed
evaluation of our approach to determine its effectiveness.
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